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Editors' Note
In less than three decades since Mona Baker put forward the idea of studying translation
using corpora in 1993, corpusbased translation studies (CBTS) has now firmly established
itself as a major research area within translation studies. It is no exaggeration to claim that
CBTS has greatly strengthened translation studies as an independent discipline by conceiving
translation as a legitimate and creative activity rather than a derivative one.
CBTS has continued to garner interest among translation scholars with its improved me
thods and techniques. In this special issue titled “Recent Advances in Corpusbased Translation
Studies”, we bring together various researchers working with diverse language backgrounds
to share their unique perspectives and findings. We hope that this special issue can yield some
new insights into corpusbased approaches to translation studies.
For a detailed introduction of this special issue, readers are referred to the first chapter
“Corpora: A Lens into Translation Phenomena”written by us.
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In the late 1990s, when the corpusbased approach to the study of the product and process
of translation and interpreting was still pioneering work, Maria Tymoczko (1998) predicted
that it would play a leading role in the discipline of Translation Studies in the following deca
des. One of the main reasons for imagining such scenario was the capacity of corpus studies to
“change in a qualitative and quantitative way both the content and the methods of the discipli
ne of Translation Studies, in a way that fits with the modes of the information age” (Tymoczko
1998, 652). Hence, as Tymoczko contended, “Corpus translation studies is central to the way
that Translation Studies as a discipline will remain vital and move forward” (Tymoczko 1998,
652).
Indeed, Tymoczko’s predictions have all come true. Since its advent, Corpusbased Trans
lation Studies (henceforth CBTS) has amply demonstrated that one of its strengths is the capa
city of continually adapting modern technologies to the discipline’s everchanging needs and
purposes in line with sociocultural changes and the demands of the job market. What are the
emergent exigencies of Translation Studies that CBTS sets out to address today? What are the
new goals of Translation Studies that CBTS intends to pursue? The papers commissioned for
this Special Issue of Translation Quarterly aptly illustrate how CBTS is exploring new ave
nues of enquiry in order to meet the current demands of Translation Studies and contribute to
the achievement of its current objectives. CBTS is capable of doing so thanks to the design and
availability of new corpora in different languages as well as the use of sophisticated methods
of statistical analysis.
The papers we have selected for this Special Issue of the journal constitute a representa
tive sample of recent trends in CBTS, that arise from the needs of our globalized world and
1
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an increasingly technologized language industry worldwide. These trends pertain to two main
research domains, namely descriptive and applied studies. Within descriptive CBTS, we can
identify the quest for translation universals as a line of enquiry that builds on the theoreti
cal and empirical work of previous scholars, continually refines the methodology used, and
discovers patterns of translational language that enhance our understanding of the nature of
translation as a distinctive form of crosslinguistic and crosscultural mediation that is influ
enced by the stylistic norms established for particular genres, registers or language varieties.
Indeed, as Kirsten Malmkjær (2008) suggests, general features of translational behaviour such
as simpliﬁcation, explicitation and normalization would be better accounted for by the norm
concept and explained on sociocultural grounds.
Within applied CBTS, research into machine translation, as part of translation aids, goes
hand in hand with research into translation quality assessment, as part of translator training.
Translator education in turn comprises the subdomains of teaching methods, testing techniques
and curriculum planning. These ambits of scholarly enquiry aim to respond to the challenges
posed by the growing impact of technology in the provision of translation services, particularly
in the last decade. Another research endeavour that is making inroads into applied translation
studies, especially in translation pedagogy, arises from the need to develop the ability to trans
late into language B. This concern is well motivated by the continuing expansion of English
as lingua franca.
The first paper by Sara Laviosa and Kanglong Liu, “The Pervasiveness of Corpora in
Translation Studies”, provides the general background to the four contributions that follow on.
The first author gives an overview of corpus use in Translation Studies from the early 1990s to
the first decade of the new millennium. The second author assesses the state of the art of corpus
studies of translation over the last ten years. In the concluding section, they pull together the
main threads they laid out in their overview of the field, and then point to future directions.
In the second paper, “Uncovering Machine Translationese Using Corpus Analysis Tech
niques to Distinguish between Original and MachineTranslated French”, De Clercq et al.
analyse the linguistic features that distinguish original French newspaper texts from English
to French machinetranslated newspaper texts, using four machine translation systems, that is
one statistical and three neural systems. The aim is to evaluate the output of different types of
MT systems for both translator training and professional purposes.
In the third paper, “A Corpusbased Approach to Profiling Translation Quality: Mea
suring and Visualizing Acceptability of Student Translation”, Yanmeng Liu addresses the
thorny issue of assessing the quality of student translations in a valid and reliable way. To
achieve this goal, Liu develops a corpusbased approach to profiling and assessing translation
acceptability, conceived as a dimension of translation quality. The approach involves the sta
tistical comparison of lexical, syntactic and grammatical features of English texts translated
from Chinese visàvis original English texts. More specifically, Liu uses two corpora, i.e. the
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Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners (PACCEL) and the LancasterOslo/Bergen Corpus
(LOB), together with machine learning methods and analytical statistics to verify assessment
efficiency and display the results.
In the fourth paper, “Translation Universals in Legal Translation: A Corpusbased Stu
dy of Explicitation and Simplification”, Francesca Luisa Seracini combines quantitative and
qualitative analyses of patterns of language use in translated EU texts in Italian versus original
English EU texts. These typical features of translational language are considered to be ma
nifestations of the posited translation universals of simplification and explicitation. Seracini
argues that the occurrence of these linguistic patterns provides not only evidence for the pre
sumed existence of distinctive features of translational behaviour regardless of the influence
of the source language, but also evidence for the influence of the stylistic norms recommended
for given subjectspecific domains in the target language and culture, such as legal language.
In the fifth and last paper, “English for a Global Readership: Implications for the L2
Translation Classroom”, Dominic Stewart tackles the complexity of establishing what are
appropriate or inappropriate translation renderings when the target language is English as a
Lingua Franca (ELF). Based on examples drawn from his ItaliantoEnglish translation clas
ses, where different corpusbased resources are regularly used for translating tourist text ai
med at an international readership, Stewart demonstrates the conundrum that teachers and
students face when different reference materials (such as monolingual dictionaries for advan
ced learners of English) and different corpusbased resources (such as English reference and
webderived corpora) provide inconsistent evidence as to the accuracy and fluency of potential
translation equivalents.
This special thematic issue “Recent Trends in Corpusbased Translation Studies” fittin
gly closes with a review by Cui Xu of an edited volume, CTS Springcleaning: A Critical
Reflection, edited by María Calzada Pérez and Sara Laviosa. Published in a Special Issue of
the journal MonTI in 2021, the articles indeed highlight the recent trends in the field of CBTS
by placing a special focus on overlooked areas such as subtitling, travel journalism, localizati
on, and operatic audio description. As stated by Xu in the book review, the studies have offered
refreshing perspectives in the field of corpusbased translation and interpreting studies.
To conclude, based on the evidence provided by the papers collected here, we can con
fidently affirm that CBTS is proving to be exactly what Tymoczko (1998, 652) envisaged it
would be. CBTS is promoting “the construction of information fields that suit a new interna
tional, multicultural intellectualism, providing for the inclusion of data from small and large
populations, from minority as well as majority languages and cultures”. CBTS is stimulating
collaborative research endeavours “unimpeded by time or space”. Like large databases in sci
ence, corpora make it possible to build upon past research and become “a legacy of the present
to the future, enabling future research to build upon that of the present”. CBTS has marked
“a turn away from prescriptive approaches to translation toward descriptive approaches”. Fi
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nally, CBTS is reengaging “the theoretical and pragmatic branches of Translation Studies,
branches which over and over again tend to disassociate, developing slippage and even gulfs”
(Tymoczko 1998, 658). Indeed, the technical and descriptive investigations undertaken wit
hin corpusbased studies have now, more than they have ever had, “practical potential and
immediate applicability, not only for the teaching of translation but for the work of the prac
tising translator as well” (Tymoczko 1998, 658).
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Abstract
We take the view that, in order to appraise the advances made in any field of knowledge at a
given point in time, it is important to revisit the past and view it through the lens of present
achievements. Consequently, in this paper we trace the development of Corpusbased Transla
tion Studies (CBTS) from its origin to the present day by surveying landmark publications and
international events. We then make some recommendations for the future. Our aim is to show
that the pervasiveness of corpus use in the pure and applied branches of Translation Studies
is the result of a gradual process of integration of theorydriven and applicationdriven rese
arch. Indeed, the integration of translation theory, description and practice is, we believe, a
hallmark of corpus research today and one of its main achievements. We contend that, if we are
to make further advances in this area of scientific enquiry, we should endeavour to harmonize
the concerns of professional translators, translator trainees, translator trainers, and transla
tion scholars. The first author provides an overview of corpus use in Translation Studies from
the early 1990s to the first decade of the new millennium. The second author assesses the state
of the art of corpus studies of translation over the last ten years. In the concluding section, we
jointly summarize the main points we covered throughout the paper and then look forward to
the future.
5
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1. Corpusbased Translation Studies: the beginnings
Let us begin our paper with some key definitions. Corpusbased Translation Studies
(henceforth CBTS) is an area of research that adopts and develops the methodologies of Corpus
Linguistics to analyse translation practices for theoretical, descriptive and applied purposes.
Corpus Linguistics is an approach to the empirical study of language that relies on the use of
corpora. Corpora are collections of authentic unabridged texts or whole sections of text held
in electronic form and assembled according to specific design criteria “to represent, as far as
possible, a language or language variety as a source of data for linguistic research” (Sinclair
2005, 16).
Our overview of CBTS begins in 1993, when, in a paper published in a volume coedited
in honour of John Sinclair, Mona Baker expounded the rationale for applying the methods and
tools of Corpus Linguistics to the study of translation (Baker 1993). More specifically, Baker
outlined developments in Translation Studies that supported “a move towards corpusbased
research” (Baker 1993, 236). The first was the replacement of the static notion of equivalence
– traditionally viewed as formal correspondence of grammatical and syntactic structures –
with the dynamic concept of functional equivalence between a source and a target text. The
concept of functional equivalence shifted the focus of analysis from the source text visàvis
the target text (sourcetext orientation) to language text types and translated texts (targettext
orientation).
Another development considered favourable to corpusbased research was the neoFirthian
view that meaning arises within a specific situational and linguistic context. This view links
the concept of equivalence to usage rather than semantic meaning, and the study of usage re
quires the analysis of large quantities of authentic source texts and their translations. A third
development that supported the use of corpora for the study of translation was the growing
influence of polysystem theory in literary and translation studies. This theory, conceived by
Itamar EvenZohar in the late 1970s and developed by Gideon Toury in the 1980s and 1990s,
views translated literature as a system in its own right, which interacts with other cosystems
that constitute the whole target language literary polysystem.
Some fundamental changes were brought about by this novel theory. There was a shift
away from the traditional analysis of individual source texts visàvis their translations to the
study of large numbers of translated texts. Translations were viewed first and foremost as “tar
get language utterances” (Toury 1985, in Baker 1993, 239) capable, as such, of influencing the
literary canons and language of their recipient culture. Moreover, polysystem theory asserts
that translation is a creative, rather than a derivative, activity involving the adaptation of the
source text to the target culture. Within this theory, norms are conceived as systematic choices
made by translators at a particular time in a given culture. The concept of norms presupposes
historical and cultural variation and is oriented towards the target, rather than the source cul
ture. It also informs a concept of equivalence which is no longer prescriptive and absolute, but
6
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descriptive and socioculturally determined.
According to Baker, all these changes provided the ideal conditions for introducing and
developing corpusbased research in the pure branch of Translation Studies in order to inve
stigate: a) the universals of translation; b) the “operational norms” that constrain translational
behaviour in a given sociocultural context (Toury 1978, in Baker 1993, 246); c) the inter
mediate stages of the process of translation; d) the size and nature of the unit of translation;
and e) the nature and limits of equivalence. With regard to the universals of translation, Baker
(1993, 245) argued that a translated text is the “result of the confrontation of the source and tar
get codes”, and defined universals as “features which typically occur in translated text rather
than original utterances and which are not the result of interference from specific linguistic
systems” (243).
It is worth pointing out that the term ‘universals’ was not used by Baker with the intention
of evoking associations with the concept of ‘language universals’ or ‘universals of language’,
that was elaborated in linguistics by Noam Chomsky (1965) and Joseph H. Greenberg (1966).
On the contrary, in Baker’s paper and in Translation Studies generally the term ‘universals’
can be seen as an example of a rebranding concept, i.e. “the rebranding of the basic notion of a
(widespread) tendency” (Chesterman 2019, 19). Since Baker’s influential paper, these general
tendencies have been explicitly defined in order to be falsifiable and empirically tested.
The first doctoral thesis that investigated translation universals by means of a corpus
based methodology was undertaken by the first author of the present paper under the supervisi
on of Mona Baker and Juan C. Sager at the University of Manchester’s Institute of Science and
Technology (UMIST) (LaviosaBraithwaite 1996). The study involved the design and compi
lation of the English Comparable Corpus (ECC) a monolingual multisourcelanguage compa
rable corpus of English literary and broadsheet newspaper texts. Firstly, the study formulated
the interpretive hypothesis that lexical simplification can be viewed as the “process and/or
result of making do with less [sic] words” (BlumKulka and Levenston 1983, 119, original
emphasis). Then, a general testable descriptive hypothesis stated that, independently of source
language and text type, translators working into English as language A tend to restrict the range
of vocabulary available to them, and use a lower proportion of content words over grammatical
words. Based on descriptive and inferential statistical analyses, the study showed three pat
terns of lexical use in both newspaper and literary texts. These patterns indicate that the range
of lexical variety is narrower in translational English compared with nontranslational English.
In fact, translated texts display a lower lexical density, a higher proportion of highfrequency
words over lowfrequency words and a higher repetition rate of highfrequency words.
In this PhD thesis the compound term ‘corpusbased translation studies’ first appeared
in the literature. It was later used by Miriam Shlesinger (1998) in an article entitled “Corpus
based Interpreting Studies as an Offshoot of Corpusbased Translation Studies”, in which she
launched the idea of applying a corpusbased methodology for descriptive interpreting studies.
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The goal she envisaged for this body of research was to unearth the specificity of interpreting
visàvis original oral discourse and written translation in the same language.
After the completion of the first corpus study of lexical simplification (LaviosaBraithwaite
1996), the quest for translation universals established itself as a line of enquiry pursued within
corpusbased Descriptive Translation Studies (see Laviosa and Liu forthcoming 2021 for a
review). The goal was to unveil the characteristics of the ‘third code’, as posited by William
Frawley, who claimed that, since the act of translation involves bilateral consideration and ac
commodation of at least two codes, translation itself “emerges as a code in its own right, setting
its own standards and structural presuppositions and entailments, though they are necessarily
derivative” of the codes involved (Frawley 1984, 169).
An example of a study in search of the third code is Linn Øverås’ (1998) investigati
on of explicitation in translational English and translational Norwegian using a bidirectional
EnglishNorwegian parallel corpus of literary texts. The study aimed to unveil the specifi
city of the language of translation regardless of the contrastive differences between the two
languages and attempted to draw some conclusions about the literary translational norms pr
evailing in the target culture. Øverås put forward a restricted descriptive hypothesis stating
that English and Norwegian target texts tend to be more cohesive than their source texts. The
results largely conﬁrmed this hypothesis since the explicitating shifts, involving the addition
and speciﬁcation of lexical and grammatical items, were found to outnumber the implicitating
shifts in both directions of translation, although English target texts displayed a lower level of
explicitness visàvis Norwegian target texts.
In the same special issue of Meta devoted to the corpusbased approach, where Shlesinger
and Øverås published their corpusbased descriptive research into interpreting and translati
on respectively, other scholars presented their theoretical, empirical and applicationdriven
scholarly work. Most notably, Baker (1998) expanded the agenda she had set out five years
earlier. She discussed the need to develop a coherent corpusbased methodology for iden
tifying the distinctive features of translational language. She contended that the aim of this
research endeavour, which built upon the studies of scholars working within the descriptive
and targetoriented perspective, would not merely be to unveil the nature of the ‘third code’
per se, but to understand the specific constraints, pressures and motivations that influence the
act of translating intended as a mediated communicative event.
Furthermore, Sandra Halverson (1998) discussed the issue of representativeness in the
design of general purpose translation corpora and provided a coherent theoretical framework
within which data and methodology form a coherent whole to ensure the comparability of em
pirical findings. To this end, Halverson proposed a prototypical conceptualisation of the object
category as opposed to a classical one. In this approach, the target population is regarded as a
prototype category whose centre is occupied – but only for the cultures of industrialised we
stern countries – by professional translations, whereas the peripheral positions are filled in by
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clusters of different typologies, for instance, those carried out by trainees or nonprofessional
translators or those between one’s own best language and another language. The relationship
between the centre and the periphery within the prototype is not one of inclusion or exclusion
of the elements belonging to the category, but of resemblance. For the researcher this means
that, in order to ensure representativeness, a sample corpus of the population of translated texts
would have to be made up of an array of subcorpora having different degrees of significance
and all being regarded as legitimate objects of study. Halverson acknowledged that prototypes
are by definition culturebound, so corpusbased findings cannot be generalised beyond the
specific target population represented by a given corpus.
Adopting an interdisciplinary stance, Kirsten Malmkjær (1998) explained the advanta
ges of using parallel corpora for contrastive and translation studies. For the contrastive lingu
ists parallel corpora are valuable for investigating the differences and similarities in language
use. For the translation scholar they are valuable for identifying translational norms. She then
discussed two main problems connected with the use of parallel corpora for answering que
stions arising from within Translation Studies in particular. The first problem is that KWIC
concordance lines do not always offer sufficient linguistic context to investigate features of
whole texts. There exists, therefore, a risk that some aspects of translational behaviour may
be revealed, while others may be overlooked. The second difficulty is related to the way par
allel corpora are designed so as to include only one translation for each source text. This, as
Halverson argued, may hide an important aspect of the translational phenomenon, namely the
differences existing between the various translations of the same original work. To remedy the
se shortcomings, Malmkjær suggested complementing normoriented studies, which require
large amounts of text, with smaller and carefully constructed corpora which consist of one
source text and as many translations of it as possible, so that indepth investigations of entire
texts can be performed.
In addition to these reflections on methodological issues, other scholars presented the
results of their empirical research. By way of example, Sara Laviosa (1998) reported on the
findings of her doctoral study (LaviosaBraithwaite 1996). Also, Jeremy Munday (1998) re
ported on the preliminary findings of the analysis of Edith Grossman’s translation, Seventeen
Poisoned Englishmen, of a short story by Gabriel García Márquez, Diecisiete ingleses enve
nenados. Munday used a variety of basic corpus linguistic analytical methods – word frequen
cy lists, descriptive statistics and concordances – to explore texts inductively. Word frequency
lists were first obtained for both source and target texts and then compared for identifying
useful areas of investigation. Munday used intercalated text, i.e. a text obtained by manually
keying in the translated text between the lines of the source text. He then ran concordances of
this intercalated text and used them to carry out a contextualised comparative analysis of all
the instances of selected lexical items in order to examine the shifts that build up cumulatively
over the whole text as a result of the choices taken by the translator. Such analysis was carri
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ed out to understand the decisionmaking process underpinning the product of translation and
infer the translator’s textuallinguistic norms.
Munday’s approach is therefore descriptive, product and processoriented and datadriven.
He derived his hypotheses from observing differences that occur in the parallel frequency lists
and during the manual construction of the intercalated text. These initial hypotheses were then
investigated with the aid of additional automatic methods of analysis such as aligned con
cordance lines. Munday’s investigation of the first 800 words of his fulltext parallel corpus
revealed shifts in cohesion and word order that occur over the whole text and have the effect
of moving the narrative viewpoint from the first to the third person and thereby distancing the
reader from the thoughts, experiences and feelings of the main character in the story.
With regard to applied corpusbased translation studies, the research carried out by Fede
rico Zanettin (1998) and Lynne Bowker (1998) dealt with translator training. Zanettin demon
strated how small bilingual comparable corpora were useful to explore the stylistic features
of a particular text genre by comparing words and phrases that have a strong formal resem
blance (e.g. proper names and cognates) or are lexicographic translation equivalents. Zanettin
provided concrete examples of such searches carried out with his students, who compiled an
ItalianEnglish comparable corpus of leading daily newspapers. The way in which President
François Mitterand was talked about in the two languages, for example, presented interesting
differences: François Mitterand or simply Mitterand was found to be commonly used in
Italian, while English preferred President Mitterand or President François Mitterand or Mr
Mitterand. Also, equivalent verbs typically used to introduce direct and reported speech were
found to have different frequencies as well as syntactic and collocational profiles in the two
languages. Even cognates such as prezzi and prices showed different collocational and col
ligational patterns. These datadriven learning investigations helped students to refine their
knowledge of the source and target languages and develop their translation skills.
Still within a pedagogic perspective, Bowker addressed two main problems usually en
countered by students training to become professional translators in specialized subject do
mains. One problem is the occurrence of terminological errors resulting from poor subject
specific knowledge. The other is the occurrence of errors due to a lack of specialized writing
skills in the target language. Bowker’s pilot study consisted in a translation experiment under
taken with a group of fourthyear undergraduate students at Dublin City University with Eng
lish as their language A. They carried out two translations from French of two semispecialized
passages on optical scanners. One translation was completed with the use of bilingual and
monolingual dictionaries together with nonlexicographic reference materials (e.g. manuals
and brochures). The other translation was carried out with a bilingual dictionary and a 1.4
millionword specialized monolingual corpus of English articles on optical scanners, which
was compiled from Computer Select on CDROM. The software used to analyse the corpus
was WordSmith Tools.
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The findings revealed that the corpusaided translations were of higher quality in respect
of subject field understanding (sensibilité ayx nuances was accurately rendered as whatever
their sensitivity to colour); correct term choice (vitre/glass paten or scan bed); and idioma
tic expression (photodiodes sensible à la lumière/lightsensitive photodiodes or photosensitive
diodes). Bowker observed that, although there was no improvement with regard to grammar
or register, the use of a specialized monolingual target corpus was not associated with poo
rer performance. The theoretical, descriptive and applied studies reviewed so far sowed the
seeds of what would become a fullyfledged area of scholarly enquiry and practice in the new
millennium, to which we now turn.

2. CBTS at the turn of the century
A series of important international initiatives marked the beginning of the newmillen
nium. The conference on “Research Models in Translation Studies”, held at the University
of Manchester’s Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) in 2000 and the 2001 Euro
pean Society for Translation Studies (EST) congress in Copenhagen hosted panels devoted to
corpusbased translation research. In 2001, Baker conducted a workshop in Pretoria to train
South African researchers to build corpora for translation and interpreting research projects in
various languages of South Africa. It was during that workshop that Alet Kruger, Kim Wall
mach (University of South Africa) and Mona Baker (UMIST) had the idea of jointly hosting an
international conference entirely devoted to CBTS in South Africa. The conference was held
in Pretoria from 22 to 25 July 2003, and the title was “Corpusbased Translation Studies: Re
search and Applications”. As Alet Kruger (2004, 2) wrote in the Editorial of the special issue
of Language Matters: Studies in the Languages of Africa, where 19 selected papers presented
at the conference were published,
The aim of the conference was to consider ways in which corpora could be used
to develop novel and challenging perspectives in the discipline, as well as ways
in which they could support research outside the mainstream hegemonic research
cultures.
The collection of papers was introduced by Laviosa (2004), who offered an examination
of the relationship between CBTS and Descriptive Translation Studies, on the one hand, and
CBTS and Corpus Linguistics, on the other. The aim was to establish which claims and predic
tions put forward in the early days of CBTS still held true and which were the most promising
areas of CBTS research in the long term. The remaining papers were grouped into descrip
tive studies (literary and specialized texts), applied studies (translation and interpreting) and
Bible translation. Monolingual comparable corpora and bilingual parallel corpora in different
language combinations were used in this wide array of new studies in the field.
11
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Also, in the early 2000s, two monographs were published in England (Laviosa 2002;
Olohan 2004) together with the first collected volumes on corpusbased translator education
(Zanettin et al. 2003) and translation universals (Mauranen and Pekka Kujamäki 2004). A
second international conference devoted to CBTS was hosted in Shanghai from 31 March
to 3 April 2007, “Conference and Workshop on Corpora and Translation Studies”, and a new
collected volume on the use of corpora in translator education was published in Europe (Beeby
et al. 2009). Thirteen years on from the publication of the special issue of Meta, and seven
years on from the publication of the special issue of Language Matters, another collection of
papers on CBTS was published in England (Kruger et al. 2011). As the editors point out in the
Introduction,
The articles in this volume are written by many of the leading international figures
in the field. They provide an overall view of developments in corpusbased trans
lation (and interpreting) studies and also specific case studies of how the metho
dology is employed in specific scenarios, such as contrastive studies, terminology
research and stylistics (Kruger et al. 2011, 1).
The lines of enquiry represented in this collection of papers were theory, description,
applications, and tools. One of the novelties of this volume was the review paper by Robin
Setton (2011) on Corpusbased Interpreting Studies (CIS). Setton demonstrated how the line
of enquiry first proposed by Shlesinger (1998) was growing steadily thanks to the design of
new software, access to larger, quality corpora of interpreted speeches, and new techniques
for transcription, analysis, presentation and sharing of data. So, at the end of the first decade
of the new millennium, CBTS emerged as an area of international research that was making
inroads into the pure and applied branches of the discipline as a whole, it was offering new op
portunities for the development of interpreting studies, and was adapting modern technologies
to enhance theory, empirical research and practice for the benefit of translator and training and
the work of the professional translator.

3. The state of the art of CBTS
As has been affirmed in the foregoing review, CBTS grew into a fullyfledged field of
inquiry in less than two decades since Baker laid down the research agenda for CBTS. With the
increasing sophistication of corpus tools and the emphasis of empirical research in Translation
Studies, CBTS began to occupy a central role within the discipline as a whole and across
adjacent disciplines. For example, the first interdisciplinary conference “Using Corpora in
Contrastive and Translation Studies (UCCTS)” was launched by Richard Xiao in 2008 and
has now become a biennial event which provides a forum for exploring the application of
corpora in contrastive and translation studies.
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The past decade, in particular, has witnessed the publication of an increasing number of
books exploring various topics related to: corpus construction (Zanettin 2014); research me
thodology (Mikhailov and Cooper 2016); translator’s style (Huang 2015; Mastropierro 2017);
language contact through translation (Malamatidou 2017); and translation teaching (Liu 2020).
We now outline some prominent developments of CBTS, most notably in the refinement and
implementation of methodology.
Earlier debates centering on the notion and existence of translation universals has so
mewhat subsided and more and more researchers have cast their eyes on the methodological
constraints of CBTS research. Unlike earlier studies, which were largely based on frequency
counting to decide whether an assumption could be supported or otherwise, recent studies have
made it a norm to adopt statistical methods and techniques for hypothesis testing. Working
from the field of CBTS, Hu (2016: 224225) contends that
the introduction of quantitative research in translation studies enables a researcher
not only to conduct databased statistical analysis of translated language, hence
making translation research more scientific, but also to uncover translation re
gularities and translation norms unlikely to be generalized based on researcher’s
intuition and introspection.
CBTS researchers have been at the forefront in this ‘quantitative turn’ in translation stu
dies, as evidenced by a number of representative monographs (e.g. Oakes and Ji 2012; Mikhai
lov and Cooper 2016) and a plethora of studies using advanced statistical methods. Instead of
focusing on the sole variable of translation status, researchers have increasingly viewed trans
lation as a language product shaped by a wide range of factors. In order to advance this rejuve
nated research agenda, researchers have introduced “multifactorial design” (Kruger 2019) to
the field of CBTS for uncovering the nature of translation as an activity directly or indirectly
governed by linguistic, cognitive, sociocultural or even political factors.
In corpusbased descriptive research, efforts continue to be made concerning the verifica
tion and falsification of translation universals with the increasing use of sophisticated statistical
methods. The translation universals under investigation include: simplification (Liu and Af
zaal 2021); normalization (Bernardini and Ferraresi 2011); and explicitation (Kruger and Van
Rooy 2012). It is worth noting that in these studies the use of statistical methods for testing hy
potheses and offering explanations has surpassed earlier research in terms of scientific validity
and reliability.
Thanks to the methodological advances achieved in CBTS, researchers have also been
able to explore the use of various linguistic indicators by looking across the disciplinary fence
into the realm of computational linguistics. For example, the metrics of mean dependency di
stances (MDD) and dependency direction were used by Fan and Jiang (2019) to examine the
simplification hypothesis. They found that translated English texts from Chinese are charac
terized by longer MDD and headinitial structures than original English texts.
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Moreover, Hu and Kübler (2021) operationalized a number of entropybased metrics in
formed by information theory to measure information density and complexity in translated
texts to test the simplification hypothesis. Also, inspired by the work of Baroni and Bernardi
ni (2006), more researchers have used data mining techniques to distinguish translation from
nontranslation (e.g. Lembersky et al. 2012; Ilisei 2013; Volansky et al. 2015). Overall, we
have seen that this line of research has generated more solid data supporting the claim that
translational language is categorically different from original writing.
Clearly, the research agenda on translation universals set out by Baker in the early 1990s
has continued to have an impact on various disciplines and research fields. This demonstra
tes that translation studies continuously draws on concepts, methods and tools from across a
range of neighbouring disciplines, integrating humanities and sciences into a comprehensive
investigation of translation as a unique form of crosscultural communication.
As the influence of CBTS continues to grow, more studies have been conducted to probe
into many research areas which were barely touched upon in the previous two decades. In a
recent collected volume, Springcleaning: A Critical Reflection, coedited by María Calza
da Pérez and Sara Laviosa, a number of researchers have specifically explored new research
areas using CBTS methods, including: subtitling (AriasBadia 2021); travel journalism (Brett,
LorancPaszylk and Pinna 2021); and operatic audio description (Irene HermosaRamírez).
This shows that CBTS as a research area has the capacity to inform various fields of translati
on studies by fostering interdisciplinarity and empiricism. From the early quest of translation
universals using comparable corpora, CBTS has now emerged as a truly interdisciplinary field
of research encompassing a wide range of applications, approaches and objectives.
Corpusbased approaches have also been applied to the field of interpreting studies. While
corpusbased interpreting studies (CIS) emerged at a later stage in comparison to corpusbased
studies of written translation, it has continued to captivate the interest of researchers in recent
years. Unlike written translation corpora, the compilation of interpreting corpora involves la
borious work of speechtotext transcription and manual annotation. This might be one of
the reasons hampering the progress of this research area. Nonetheless, we have seen positive
progress in using corpus methods to examine how interpreting language differs from other
varieties of language outputs such as written translation and spontaneous speeches. Tang and
Li (2016, 2017) examined the use of explicitation techniques by professional and trainee in
terpreters with the use of parallel corpora and found that the former tended to employ more
explicitation than the latter, demonstrating that such techniques are closely related to the in
terpreter’s competence.
Furthermore, based on the European Parliament Translation and Interpreting Corpus, Ber
nardini, Ferraresi and Miličević (2016) found that interpreting language features more simpli
fication than translational language. Within the same line of enquiry, by comparing CI (Conse
cutive Interpreting) output with SI (Simultaneous Interpreting) output in a comparable corpus,
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Lv and Liang (2019) found that CI output is more simplified than SI output. In all these recent
studies, we can see that the earlier quest for translation universals has clearly made an impact
on corpusbased interpreting studies (CIS), as evidenced by the vast number of studies exami
ning the uniqueness of interpreting language. In the edited monograph titled Making Way in
Corpusbased Interpreting Studies (Russo, Bendazzoli and Defrancq 2018), we can observe
that CIS has emerged as a welldeveloped research area compared with a decade ago. CIS
researchers have employed corpus technology to explore different aspects of interpreting, in
cluding the construction of the European Parliament (EP) interpreting and multimodal corpora
(Bernardini et al. 2018), cognitive load in interpreting (Wang and Zou 2018) and interpreting
universals or interpretese (Aston 2018). In sum, the development of CBTS has clearly provi
ded an enormous impetus to the development of CIS. And now we are witnessing yet a new
turn that is characterized by a fruitful exchange of theoretical insights, empirical data, as well
as stateoftheart methods and tools between CIS and CBTS. This new orientation is amply
demonstrated by the papers contained in a collected volume that has just been published, as
we are writing this article. It is titled New Empirical Perspectives on Translation and In
terpreting and is coedited by Lore Vandevoorde, Joke Daems and Bart Defranqc (2021),
who, in their introductory chapter, declare their intention of “reuniting the sister disciplines of
Translation and Interpreting Studies”.
It is, therefore, not an overstatement to claim that enormous progress has been made in
CBTS over the past decade. The use of corpora has increasingly been viewed as a flexible and
useful methodology rather than a research precinct accessible to a limited number of socalled
corpus researchers. Also, as a fullyfledged area of scholarly enquiry, CBTS has established
itself as a mainstay across the three branches (theoretical, descriptive and applied) of Holmes’
delineation of the field of translation studies.

4. Conclusion
This paper has traced the application and development of corpus methods in translation
studies. Based on a review of important studies in the field, we can see that CBTS has attained
great achievements not only in breadth (i.e. various research areas) and depth (i.e. finegrained
research methodology), but has also contributed to the development of translation studies as a
whole. To a large extent, CBTS has significantly contributed to the establishment of Transla
tion Studies as an independent discipline on merits of its scientific methods that have made it
possible to investigate a variety of translational phenomena empirically. However, we should
also be aware of the pitfalls of relying solely on data to confirm the obvious instead of “fo
cusing on sensemaking which follows the generation and presentation of statistical results”
(Li 2017, 110). Similarly, we should also recall House’s (2011, 206) statement that “[c]orpus
evidence, and especially impressive statistics, should not be seen as an end in itself, but as a
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starting point for continuing richly (re)contextualized qualitative work with values one finds
interesting”. In this respect, corpus use should be triangulated with other techniques. As fo
reseen by Laviosa a decade ago (2010, 86), the combination of corpus data, experimental,
metatextual, ethnographic, and surveybased data will help contextualize, diversify and en
rich linguistic evidence. Nonetheless, we are confident that corpusbased or corpusassisted
research grounded in data rather than unfalsifiable claims will continue to inspire translation
scholars in their understanding and explanation of the translation phenomenon.
Finally, what does the future holds for CBTS in the light of the linguistic, sociocultural,
educational, technological, and professional changes that are taking place in postmodern so
cieties? CBTS needs to offer a wide variety of corpusbased resources that represent not only
major world languages but also languages of lesser diffusion and in different modalities (writ
ten, spoken, visual. auditory) in order to enrich our knowledge of the interrelationship between
language and culture in different kinds of mediated communication. Also, CBTS needs to play
a major role in promoting empirical and applicationdriven research that has a sound multidi
sciplinary theoretical foundation. Thirdly, CBTS needs to play a key role in bridging the gap
between translation education (including translator training and pedagogic translation) and the
professional world, so as to meet the needs of today’s increasingly multilingual and globalized
language industry.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the linguistic characteristics of English to French machinetranslated
texts in comparison with French original, untranslated texts in order to uncover what has
been called “machine translationese”. In the same vein as corpusbased translation studies
which have focused on humantranslated texts, and using a corpusbased statistical approach
(Principal Component Analysis), we analyzed a ca. 1.8millionword corpus of English to
French translations of press texts, corresponding to the output of four machine translation sy
stems: one statistical (SMT) and three neural (NMT) systems, namely DeepL, Google Trans
late, and the European Commission’s eTranslation MT tool, in both its SMT and NMT ver
sions. In particular, to complement a previous study on languagespecific features in French
(e.g. derived adverbs, existential constructions, coordinator et, preposition avec), a series of
languageindependent linguistic features were extracted for each text in our corpus, ranging
from superficial text characteristics such as average word and sentence length to frequencies
of closedclass lexical categories and measures of lexical diversity. Our results, which compa
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re the machinetranslated data with a corpus of French untranslated data, allow us to uncover
linguistic features in French machinetranslated texts that clearly deviate from the observed
norms in original French (e.g. average sentence length, ngram features, lexical diversity), and
which might serve as information for the postediting process in order to optimize translation
quality.

1. Introduction
Since the advent of neural machine translation (NMT) systems (Forcada 2017), it has
become clear that the technology is disruptive and brings a lot of changes to the translation
industry, both in terms of translation process and business model. In particular, as opposed
to statistical machine translation (SMT), current NMT systems have started to provide output
whose fluency can be quite impressive, although sometimes at the expense of accuracy or
fidelity to the source text (e.g. Bojar et al. 2016; Macken et al. 2019). Such fluency has even
led some researchers to claim that MT systems have reached “human parity” (Hassan et al.
2018), although such claims have been reassessed since (Toral et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the
improved quality has led to the promotion of NMT in the field of translation (Daems and
Macken 2019).
This makes it all the more crucial for translators to define their added value over the ma
chine: they should develop their MT literacy, a concept defined by Bowker and Ciro (2019) for
nonprofessionals, that is, they need to know what the machine can(not) do, what the difference
is between human translations and MT output, and what to focus on during the postediting
(PE) process.
With NMT, the evaluation of MT systems has become a central issue, not only for the
industry but also for translation training. The focus on fluency makes errors more difficult to
identify (e.g. Castilho et al. 2017a, 2017b; Yamada 2019), and translators need to be provided
with useful information for the PE process. A lot of debates have been taking place on the best
way to assess MT output quality: use of metrics, human evaluation, or a linguistic evaluation
with a corpusbased approach. This paper focuses on such a linguistic evaluation of MT output,
through the analysis of English to French machinetranslated texts produced by four different
MT systems, in comparison with original, untranslated French data. Our analysis aims to ex
plore different aspects of what has been called “machine translationese” (see e.g. Daems et
al. 2017) by comparing machinetranslated with original texts, relying on a corpusbased ap
proach typical of corpusbased translation studies, with analyses carried out on a series of texts
rather than a series of isolated sentences.
To this purpose a corpus of press texts was collected comprising both original (French)
French and (British) English text material. The English data was translated into French using
four different MT systems: DeepL, Google Translate – both NMT – and the European Com
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mission’s eTranslation tool, in both the SMT and NMT flavor. This allowed us to compare the
frequencies of a series of linguistic features in original vs. machinetranslated French, with the
same methodology and statistical techniques that have proven capable of distinguishing bet
ween student and professional translations (De Sutter et al. 2017). The final aim is to define
the ‘gap’ that exists between machinetranslated texts and the norms expected in untranslated
texts, providing information on how to improve translators’ invisibility as expected by today’s
market, thanks to a list of elements to focus on during the PE process.
Specifically, this paper aims to complement a previous study (Loock 2018, 2020), which
analyzed the same data (with the exception of Google Translate output) by focusing on language
specific linguistic features (see section 2.2 for a summary and list of the features). Here our
focus is on language independent features like average word or sentence length, frequencies
of partofspeech (POS) tags, or frequencies of ngrams. These features are exploratively ana
lyzed with Principal Component Analysis and the differences between original and machine
translated French are then tested by means of ANOVA. The analysis is therefore more sophi
sticated than in Loock (2018, 2020) and also includes the most famous publicly available MT
system.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe related work
on machine translationese within research on the quality of MT output and provide a summa
ry of Loock (2018, 2020), of which the current study is an extension. Section 3 describes our
methodology: corpus material, feature extraction, and statistical technique. Section 4 is dedi
cated to the presentation and discussion of the results, first for a general comparison between
French machinetranslated and untranslated texts, then for a finergrained comparison of re
levant linguistic features, and finally for a possible link with interference from the English
source texts.

2. Related work
2.1 MT output evaluation and machine translationese
A lot of research has been devoted to the evaluation of MT output (see Moorkens et al.
2018 for a recent overview), in particular since the advent of NMT. Alongside metrics li
ke BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy; Papineni et al. 2002) for example, researchers
have relied on human evaluations to try and tackle the limits of automatic evaluation (see e.g.
Babych 2014)[1] . For example, MT output has been evaluated by identifying and classifying
errors (e.g. Federico et al. 2013; Van Brussel et al. 2018), measuring the amount of postediting
effort (e.g. Bentivogli et al. 2016), or ranking machinetranslated texts by (non)professionals
(e.g. Bojar et al. 2015). Researchers have also focused on the identification of linguistic diffe
rences between machinetranslated texts and original, untranslated texts in the same language.
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Following the path mapped out by corpusbased translation studies (CBTS) with Baker (1993)
as a starting point, which allowed for the identification of linguistic differences between origi
nal and (human) translated texts (see Laviosa 2002; Olohan 2004 or De Sutter et al. 2017 for
a series of quantitative studies), some studies have identified linguistic differences between
untranslated language and machinetranslated language, postedited or not, for series of sen
tences (e.g. Isabelle et al. 2017) or full texts (e.g. Vanmassenhove et al. 2019). In the latter
case, machinetranslated texts are gathered as electronic corpora, to be investigated with the
quantitative methods of corpus linguistics. Just as some of the analyses of humantranslated
language in CBTS led to the identification of translationese (Gellerstam 1986) [2] , the observa
tion of machinetranslated texts has led to the identification of socalled “machine translatio
nese” for raw MT output and “posteditese” for postedited MT output (MTPE). For example,
Vanmassenhove et al. (2019) have shown that MT texts show lesser lexical variety than both
original and humantranslated texts for English to French and English to Spanish translati
ons; LapshinovaKoltunski (2015) has investigated English to German translations and has,
in the same vein as what has been done for the analysis of humantranslated texts, investiga
ted the possible influence of socalled translation universals like simplification, explicitation,
and normalization, by measuring lexical density/variety, the frequency of cohesion markers
or specific grammatical categories (nouns vs. verbs). Similarly, Daems et al. (2017) and Toral
(2019) have analyzed MTPE texts and shown the existence of posteditese, qualified by Da
ems et al. (2017) as “exacerbated translationese”. In the present study, our focus is on raw, non
postedited MT output, and our aim is to check for the existence of machine translationese.

2.2 Languagespecific vs. languageindependent linguistic features
In order to uncover machine translationese or posteditese, researchers can focus on
languagespecific or languageindependent linguistic features. For example, lexical variety
or density in LapshinovaKoltunski (2015) and average sentence/word length in Daems et
al. (2017) are languageindependent features, while Isabelle et al. (2017) focus on language
specific features for the evaluation of French to English MT output (e.g. verbtense con
cordance, insertion of words like fact or how).
Our study investigates languageindependent features (see complete list in section 3.2)
in ENFR machinetranslated texts, as it is meant to complement a previous study on English
to French machinetranslated texts (Loock 2018, 2020) which used the same data (with the
exception of the Google Translate subcorpus) and investigated specific linguistic features in
French: the use of the hypernyms chose and dire (‘thing’ and ‘say’), the coordinator et (‘and’),
the preposition avec (‘with’), derived adverbs ending in ment (the equivalent of ly adverbs),
and il y a existential constructions (the equivalent of there is/are constructions). The analysis
of the ENFR machinetranslated texts (obtained by means of DeepL and eTranslation in both
its SMT and NMT versions) has shown that, on an almost systematic basis, these specific lin
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guistic features show highly significant differences between original, untranslated French and
machinetranslated French from English, with much higher frequencies in machinetranslated
texts. These French linguistic features were selected as they are considered to be translatio
nal equivalents of the corresponding English items but these items’ use in original English
and original French shows differences in terms of frequencies. As the items are more fre
quent in original English than original French, one would expect the differences observed in
machinetranslated French texts to be the result of direct transfers between the English source
texts and the French translated texts. However, the qualitative analysis carried out in Loock
(2020) shows that this is not the case. Source language interference cannot fully explain the
data, as we also notice differences in frequencies between the English source texts and the
French machinetranslated texts: for example, the frequency of il y a existential constructions
in machinetranslated French, higher than in untranslated French, is lower than that of there
is/are constructions in the English source texts, suggesting that only some of them are trans
lated literally (this is confirmed by the qualitative analysis of a sample of the corpus in Loock
2020).

3. Method
Using a corpusbased statistical approach, our objective is to investigate the existence
of “machine translationese” for the language pair EnglishFrench. This approach consists of
three steps. First, original French and English press texts are collected, after which the English
texts are machinetranslated using four wellknown MT engines (section 3.1). Next, all cor
pora are preprocessed (including tokenization, lemmatization and partofspeech tagging) and
subsequently a series of linguistic languageindependent features are extracted (section 3.2).
In the third step, multivariate statistical analysis techniques are performed and the output is
analyzed (section 3.3).

3.1 Data collection
The data used for this study contains three kinds of texts: (i) original texts written in (Bri
tish) English, (ii) their translations into French by means of 4 different MT systems, and (iii)
untranslated texts written in (French) French. Both series of original texts (i/iii) are extrac
ted from the TSM press corpus (Traduction Spécialisée Multilingue corpus), an openended
corpus compiled at the University of Lille for a comparative grammar class in a master’s pro
gramme (Loock 2019). The corpus is a comparable corpus containing original, untranslated
press texts taken from quality newspapers in British English (e.g. The Guardian, The Obser
ver, The Times), American English (e.g. The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal), and
(French) French (e.g. Le Monde, Libération, La Voix du Nord), with different news domains
being covered: business and finance, crime, culture, environment, health, international news,
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politics, science & technologies, sports and travel. At the time the current study was initiated,
the TSM corpus contained ca. 1.6 million words (2.4 million words today). Table 1 provides a
description of the version of the TSM corpus used for the present study. All French texts were
used (1,440 texts amounting to 833,590 words); for English the British English subcorpus was
selected (490 texts amounting to 374,326 words).
Table 1: Content of the TSM press corpus
Ori US_EN

Ori GB_EN

Ori FR

Business & Finance

27 487

6 136

64 361

Crime

44 315

43 710

120 343

Culture

30 570

46 839

107 080

Environment

41 500

32 367

101 924

Health

34 790

28 170

78 022

International News

33 767

29 168

91 147

Politics

45 840

46 901

127 500

Science & Technologies

45 269

47 213

94 391

Sports

45 156

43 766

125 033

Travel

40 748

50 056

108 493

389 442

374 326

833 590

437

490

1 440

Total #tokens
#texts
GRAND TOTAL

1 597 358

As far as machinetranslated texts are concerned, the 490 British English texts were trans
lated using four translation engines: DeepL, Google Translate – two commercial neural engi
nes that are freely available online – and the engine developed by the European Commissi
on’s DirectorateGeneral for Translation, called eTranslation, both in its SMT and NMT versi
ons. DeepL [3] is trained on the corpus used for the Linguee website[4] and has become known
for the quality of the target language, sometimes at the expense of accuracy (Bojar et al. 2016).
Google Translate [5] is probably the most wellknown generic MT tool and is frequently the
object of scientific studies on the quality of MT output. Both tools have been providing inter
net users with neural machine translations since NMT went mainstream (around 2016). The
eTranslation tool[6] , both in its SMT and NMT flavors, has been designed for internal use at
the European Commission and is not available to the general public,[7] although public admi
nistrations as well as small and mediumsized enterprises can currently make use of it, with
September 2018 marking the arrival of the NMT version for the ENFR language pair. In spi
te of its confidential nature, eTranslation has been the object of a few studies (Macken et al.
2020; Rossi and Chevrot 2019; Loock 2020).
The translations were retrieved in spring 2018 for DeepL and eTranslation SMT, Decem
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ber 2018 for eTranslation NMT, and JulyAugust 2019 for Google Translate. Each of the 490
texts was translated individually, by copying/pasting the text online or by uploading the dif
ferent files. Table 2 provides some corpus statistics of the machinetranslated data, the British
English source texts as well as a specification of the size of the comparable original French
corpus used for the present study.
Table 2: Content of the corpus used for this study
Subcorpus

#texts

#tokens

Abbreviation

Original French

1 440

833 590

ORI_FRA

DeepL

490

442 439

DeepL

eTranslation NMT

490

451 704

eNMT

eTranslation SMT

490

445 914

eSMT

Google Translate

490

431 297

GoogT

490

374 326

SCR_ENG

3 890

2 979 270

Machinetranslated French

Original English (British)
GRAND TOTAL

It should be noted that the original texts from the TSM press corpus belong to the press
genre, while none of the 4 MT tools used have been trained or optimized for the translation of
such texts (DeepL and Google Translate are generic MT tools; eTranslation has been trained on
institutional data). This is of course a limitation of our study, since none of the 4 MT systems
have been trained to translate press texts specifically, meaning the tools are not fully fitfor
purpose.

3.2 Data processing
A number of languageindependent features have been extracted from the different sub
corpora. For this extraction, it was crucial to linguistically preprocess all three corpora. This
preprocessing consisted of three steps: tokenization, lemmatization and partofspeech (POS)
tagging. The LeTs preprocessing toolkit (Van de Kauter et al. 2013) was used for this purpo
se. The complete list of 22 features is presented in Table 3.
As can be derived from this table, the list contains two basic readability features (average
word and sentence length), measures of lexical creativity and originality (e.g. typetoken ra
tio, lexical density, hapax legomena), basic frequency information on different part of speech
categories (lexicogrammatical features) and features indicating the degree of syntagmatic pat
terning or formulaicity (3 and 4grams). All features are extracted at the text level; the lego
mena and ngram features are calculated by comparing an individual text with a background
corpus. For example, for the legomena features we count how many French words in a certain
text also occur one (hapax), two (dis) or three (tris) times in the entire French corpus used for
this study. For the ngram features we check the number of combinations of three (3gram) or
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Table 3: All 22 languageindependent features which were extracted from every text.
Feature type

Feature name

Abbreviation

Readability

Average sentence length
Average word length

ASL
AWL

Lexical creativity

Lexical density
Typetoken ratio
Hapax legomena
Dis legomena
Tris legomena

Den
TTR
Hapax
Dis
Tris

Lexicogrammatical

Frequency of common nouns
Frequency of proper nouns
Frequency of adjectives
Frequency of adverbs
Frequency of verbs
Frequency of pronominals
Frequency of determiners
Frequency of foreign words
Frequency of interjections
Frequency of numerals
Frequency of prepositions & conjunctions

NOM
NAM
ADJ
ADV
VER
PRO
DET
FW
INT
NUM
KON_PRP

Formulaicity

3grams (word)
3grams (POS)
4grams (word)
4grams (POS)

N3_wrd
N3_pos
N4_wrd
N4_pos

four (4grams) words or partofspeech categories belonging to the 100 most frequent com
binations in the corpus. Please note that when we refer to words for the legomena and ngram
features, we actually mean the lemmas. Regarding the lexicogrammatical features it should
be noted that the morphosyntactic categories prepositions and conjunctions were merged into
one feature as we could not unequivocally distinguish these partofspeech categories in the
tagsets of both languages.

3.3 Statistical analyses
All languageindependent features were extracted by means of custommade Python scripts.
This resulted in a data matrix in which every row contains the numerical information of the 22
features with respect to a given text. Every text is thus represented as a feature vector consi
sting of the scores of 22 linguistic features. Moreover, the origin of the text is also taken into
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account – original French, machinetranslated French using either DeepL, GoogleT, eNMT or
eSMT or original English – leading to a 23dimensional vector.
After having extracted this quantitative information from the corpora, we used Princi
pal Component Analysis (PCA) to inspect the correlation structure of our data matrix in a
lowerdimensional structure (see the seminal work by Baayen (2008) for more information,
and Jenset and McGillivray (2012) or Evert and Neumann (2017) for examples of use of this
methodology to uncover differences between original and translated language). For ease of
presentation, we will present only twodimensional plots in the remainder of this paper. The
se visualizations will reveal whether original and machinetranslated French differ from each
other, which could hint at machine translationese, and if so, whether all MT engines present
the same picture. By also incorporating the corpus of British English source texts, possible
shiningthrough from the source texts might also become apparent. This first explorative ana
lysis is subsequently corroborated by an ANOVA of each linguistic feature, where the diffe
rence between original French, machinetranslated French (with each of the four MT engines)
and English is statistically tested. We will only report on the ANOVAs of the features which
yield explicit differences.

4. Results and discussion
As mentioned in section 3, all texts from each subcorpus were first preprocessed, after
which 22 languageindependent features were extracted. Next, PCA was used to analyze the
data. The results of this PCA are presented in Figure 1.

4.1 PCA results
Before interpreting this plot, one should note that the abbreviations printed in black re
present the 22 linguistic features (see Table 3) and that each colored item represents a text
coming from one of the different subcorpora. The numerical values on the x and yaxis do
not have a straightforward interpretation; what is meaningful, however, is the relative position
of the different items visàvis each other and visàvis the linguistic features in the plot: the
closer two items are, the more similar their linguistic characteristics (and vice versa); when a
text is close to a given linguistic feature this means that the feature is clearly present in this
text.
Given the number of texts, subcorpora, and features, this biplot is rather difficult to read.
However, what immediately draws the attention is that we can distinguish between the English
source texts (yellow) at the top, the original French texts (red) in the middle and the machine
translated French texts (all the other colors) more at the bottom. This means that there exist
some clear differences between the different corpora, and that the linguistic characteristics of
French machinetranslated texts show some differences with both original French texts and
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Figure 1: Biplot of the PCA for the original French (red triangle), the machinetranslated
French (green plus sign: DeepL, darkblue cross: eNMT, light blue diamond: eSMT, pink tri
angle: GoogT) and the BritishEnglish source texts (yellow checkmarked square)

English source texts.
In order to better focus on the variation between the different varieties of French (un
translated texts and machinetranslated texts for the different MT tools), we provide Figure 2,
which depicts the same PCA analysis but with the visualization of the English source texts left
out.
Looking at the original versus machinetranslated French texts, there is quite some over
lap, represented by the big colored blobs in the middle, though overall we also observe that
certain features seem to pull down the machinetranslated texts towards the right bottom, indi
cating that there does exist such a thing as machine translationese. If we look closer at which
features cause this we see that it is mostly due to the average sentence length (ASL) and ngram
features (N3_wrd, N4_wrd, N3_pos, N4_pos).

4.2 ANOVA analyses
This is where ANOVA analyses can shed more insights, as these test for each feature
individually whether there is a significant difference between the different settings.
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Figure 2: Same biplot as Figure 1 but without visualizing the BritishEnglish source texts.

4.2.1 Average sentence length
Figure 3 presents the ANOVA analysis for average sentence length. In this and all subse
quent ANOVA graphs, interval plots are shown for every feature versus all settings, with dots
representing the mean and pink lines the confidence intervals. If the intervals in different set
tings are far away from each other this indicates a substantial difference between the settings
and if there is no overlap at all, this difference is statistically significant.
What this ANOVA reveals is that MT creates longer sentences in comparison with what
is expected in French (ORI_FRA). We observe a sentence length increase of 18.2% (DeepL),
20.6% (eNMT), 19.1% (eSMT) and 15.2% (GoogleT). This is similar to human English to
French translation, where a sentence length increase of around 20 − 25% is considered to be
normal[8] .

4.2.2 ngram features
The ANOVAs of the different ngram features are depicted in Figures 4 a/b/c/d. These
features are based on the top100 most frequent combinations of 3 or 4 words (lemmas) or
partofspeech categories in both languages. Table 4 presents the top five combinations of
each ngram feature in the entire French corpus.
Regarding the word ngrams both trigrams and fourgrams indicate a pronounced diffe
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Figure 3: ANOVA average sentence length (ASL)
Table 4: Top five combinations of the French ngram features used for this study, combinations
of 3 (N3_wrd) or 4 (N4_wrd) lemmatized word forms and of 3 (N3_pos) or 4 (N4_pos) part
ofspeech combinations.
N3_wrd

N3_pos

N4_wrd

N4_pos

ne être pas

PRP DET NOM

il se agir de

NOM PRP DET NOM

il y avoir

DET NOM PRP

Il ne y avoir

PRP DET NOM PRP

ne avoir pas

NOM PRP NOM

ce ne être pas

DET NOM PRP NOM

le un du

NOM PRP DET

se agir de un

DET NOM PRP DET

ce être un

VER DET NOM

avoir déclarer que le

VER PRP DET NOM

rence between original and machinetranslated French. All translation engines rely more on
common words combinations and standard phrase structures. Let us have a closer look at the
top three most and least frequent word ngrams in original French, compared to their position
in the machinetranslated texts, as presented in Table 5. The numbers represent the index of
this ngram in the list of all 100 ngrams for each setting. The closer the colour is to red, the less
frequent, the closer the colour is to blue, the more frequent[9] . From this table it can clearly be
deduced that regarding the top three most frequent ngrams the MT engines are more or less
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Figure 4: a/b/c/d. ANOVA analyses of the ngram features, based on combinations of 3 or 4
words (N3_wrd, N4_wrd) or partofspeech tags (N3_pos, N4_pos).

in line with original French, especially the trigrams. However, when considering the top three
least frequent ngrams, we observe that the MT engines use these ngrams much more frequent
ly than in original French. Again this finding is more pronounced for the trigrams than for the
fourgrams.
There are also quite some individual differences among the engines: for the trigrams espe
cially eNMT uses more frequent combinations and for the fourgram features all MT engines
differ significantly from each other, with the eTranslation systems standing out most clearly
from the others. Inspecting the POS ngrams, there is no pronounced difference among the dif
ferent MT engines for both the trigrams and fourgrams. However, machinetranslated French
also here clearly relies more on the same combinations of POStags than original French. We
could say that the machine translation engines tend to “play safe”. This is in line with the nor
malization translation universal, already found in human translations and defined by Baker
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Table 5: Top three combinations of the most and least frequent lemmatized word form ngrams
in the original versus the machinetranslated French. The color range represents the frequency:
the closer to red, the less frequent an ngram is; the closer to blue, the more frequent.
ORI_FRA

DeepL

eNMT

eSMT

GoogT

ne être pas

1

1

1

1

1

il y avoir

2

2

2

3

3

ne avoir pas

3

4

3

2

4

déclarer que il

100

74

31

32

26

déclarer que le

99

14

14

89

8

avoir déclarer que

98

3

6

13

2

il ne y avoir

1

8

3

4

6

ce ne être pas

2

5

21

12

2

il se agir de

3

2

1

3

4

avoir déclarer que il

97

19

19

15

3

du pays de Galles

96

62

72

63

36

avoir déclarer que le

95

1

4

38

1

Trigrams

Fourgrams

(1993) as the exaggeration of features in the target language and conformity to its typical
patterns. Given that the MT engines are being trained on large amounts of parallel human
translated data, then maybe this is why a normalization effect can also be found in MT texts.
Moreover, MT engines relying more on the same word combinations also corroborates the
work by Van Massenhove et al. (2019) which found that the inherent nature of datadriven
MT systems to generalize over the training data has a quantitatively distinguishable negative
impact on word choice, leading to less lexical diversity and bias. This is referred to as “algo
rithmic bias”, characterized by an “exacerbation of dominant forms” (Van Massenhove et al.
2019, 223).

4.2.3 Lexical diversity
Given the findings in the previous subsection we would expect that when looking at mea
sures of lexical diversity the MT engines reveal a similar tendency, namely of being lexically
less diverse. The ANOVA plots presented in Figure 5 indeed confirm this hypothesis.
Whereas the interval plots of the original French and source English texts are similar to
each other, they are more elevated than the typetoken ratios present in the machinetranslated
texts, suggesting that machine translations are lexically less diverse. This corroborates pre
vious similar findings by, for example, Toral (2019) or Vanmassenhove et al. (2019), which
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Figure 5: ANOVA analysis representing the Typetoken ratio (TTR)

revealed that MT output has lower lexical diversity than human translation and that both have
a lower lexical diversity than humanwritten, naturally composed text in the same language.
In this respect, it is also interesting to consider the legomena features, which are presented
in the ANOVAs in Figures 6 a/b/c.
Overall, original French exhibits more hapax, dis and tris legomena than machinetranslated
French, which also hints at a difference in lexical diversity. The English source texts even com
prise a much higher number of all three types of legomena than original French and one could
thus expect some influence of this in the MT texts. However, this is not the case, which fur
ther underlines MT’s incapability to produce lexically diverse translations independently of
the lexical diversity in the source texts.
When comparing the four different MT engines we observe more or less the same ten
dencies for dis and tris legomena; however, the hapax legomena exhibit more pronounced dif
ferences, especially between the eTranslation systems on the one hand and DeepL and Goog
leTranslate on the other hand. The eTranslation systems produce many more hapax legomena;
more specifically, each text translated with the European Commission’s translation engines
has on average 6.25 (NMT) and 7.92 (SMT) hapax legomena per text versus 3.43 and 2.59
for DeepL and GoogleTranslate, respectively. By comparison, the average number of hapax
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Figure 6: a/b/c. ANOVA analyses of the legomena features representing Hapax, Dis and Tris
legomena

legomena in original French texts amounts to 11.52. This could imply that the output of the
eTranslation systems are closer to original French when it comes to hapax legomena.
To get more insight into this, we inspected the average number of hapax legomena within
each news domain (Table 6). As expected, we observe overall higher numbers for the eTransla
tion engines, and especially the SMT engine, for which numbers are closest to original French.
However, what also draws the attention are the higher numbers – indicated in bold – in two
different news domains, namely Culture and Travel, in all French corpora. This probably hints
at more creative and unique language use in these two domains.
In order to get more insights into which hapax legomena are produced by the different
MT engines in such domains, we manually inspected two texts, one of the Culture and one
of the Travel domains, with an elevated number of hapax legomena [10] . Table 7 presents the
results of this analysis, each cell containing a percentage of hapax legomena corresponding to
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Table 6: Average number of hapax legomena per text in every news domain in the original
French texts (ORI_FRA) compared to the machinetranslated text with the four different MT
engines
News domains
Business
Crime
Culture
Environment
Health
International News
Politics
Science & Technologies
Sport
Travel

ORI_FRA

DeepL

eNMT

eSMT

GoogT

10.09
6.49
18.42
11.07
9.94
8.5
8.75
11.19
11.63
25.94

2.08
2.05
5.35
2.85
1.85
2.25
2.44
2.79
5.87
6.52

2.5
4.05
11.84
3.51
3.64
3.52
2.24
5.75
7.24
18.2

5.25
4.79
14.04
5.76
4.92
4.96
3.7
7.91
8.56
20.73

1.67
1.69
4.31
2.68
1.69
1.85
1.54
2.61
2.24
5.93

one of the following categories:
 Existing: refers to French existing words, i.e. listed in a dictionary. Examples are dia
bolisé, archétypal or microfissuré.
 Understandable: refers to words which are not “official”, but which are easy to process
or understand. Examples are zombifié, cavalage or vampiriquement.
 English: refers to words that were not translated but merely copied from English. Ex
amples are avid, zombified or torchlit.
 Madeup: refers to madeup words which are hard to understand or words which were
slightly adapted from English to French standards. Examples are vortir, tonnamment, bien
bouffeur or torchéclairé.
Table 7: Percentage of hapax legomena belonging to one of the four categories, calculated
separately for every MT engine
DeepL

eNMT

eSMT

GoogleT

Culture

Travel

Culture

Travel

Culture

Travel

Culture

Travel

Existing

75.0

80.0

31

28.0

24.0

32.5

77.0

62.5

Understandable

12.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

12.5

0.0

10.0

11.0

8.0

72.0

52.5

0.0

12.5

12.5

10.0

57.0

64.0

3.0

15.0

8.0

12.5

English
Madeup

The highest percentages per category are indicated in bold, and we clearly observe that
both DeepL and GoogleT mostly produce unique words (hapax legomena) which exist in
French. The same cannot be said for the eTranslation engines: the eNMT engine produces ma
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ny madeup words whereas the eSMT engine leaves many English words untranslated. This
analysis contradicts what the numbers of Table 6 suggested: eTranslation tools and especially
the eSMT engine are not closer to original French when it comes to hapax legomena.
Especially the madeup words are a problem to be mitigated, as research on reading com
prehension of NMT nonsense words has found that this deteriorates comprehension and also
leads to less confidence among readers; on the contrary, comprehension questions on words
that are left untranslated are often answered more correctly (Macken et al. 2019). If we consi
der Table 7, especially the eNMT engine produced many nonsense words.

4.2.4 Verb, common noun, and proper name frequency
We conclude our discussion of the results by presenting one ANOVA where the French
machinetranslated texts seem to exhibit interference from the English source texts. Figure 7
presents the ANOVA of the frequency of the partofspeech category verbs. Here, we observe
a clear difference between original French and each of the machinetranslated French corpora,
which, in turn, are closer to the source English corpus.

Figure 7: ANOVA analysis of the frequency of verbs (VER)
French, which is wellknown to rely heavily on nominalizations, uses fewer verbs than
English (compare dans mon enfance, ... and when I was a child, …). Remarkably, the corpora
of machinetranslated French texts all display a higher frequency of verbs than the corpus
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of original French and about the same frequency as the corpus of source English texts. This
hints at a shiningthrough effect. An increase of verbs’ frequency by some 30% to over 40%
compared to original French constitutes a nonnegligible ‘overuse’.
Given the results presented in Figure 7, one would expect a lower use of common nouns
in MT French. However, as is shown by Figures 8a/b, this is not the case: common nouns
(NOM) are actually (much) more frequent in MT French than in both the English source texts
and original, untranslated French. Such an overuse of common nouns requires further investi
gation. The frequency of proper names (NAM), however, shows a highly significant decrease
between the English source texts and French MT texts. Probably this is part of the explanati
on: proper names are somehow ‘turned into’ common nouns in MT. More research is clearly
needed to investigate this issue.

Figure 8: a/b. ANOVA analyses of the frequency of common (NOM) and proper (NAM) nouns
(NOM)

5. Conclusion
In this article, we investigated the existence of machine translationese in English to French
machine translations. Using the methodology and statistical techniques from corpusbased
translation studies, a corpus of British English press texts was translated into French, using four
different machine translation systems, and compared to French original, untranslated texts. Af
ter automatically preprocessing all texts, 22 languageindependent features were extracted and
subsequently the entire data matrix was analyzed with Principal Component Analysis.
This analysis revealed a distinction between original and machinetranslated French,
mainly due to five languageindependent features: average sentence length and four features
pertaining to formulaicity as expressed by combinations of three or four words or partof
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speech combinations (ngram features). This was further explored by analysing ANOVA tests
that were carried out for all features in the different settings.
Regarding sentence length, we observe a similar tendency as with human translation from
English to French, namely an increase of around 20 − 25%. When considering the top100
combinations of three or four words or partofspeech tags, significant differences are found
between original and machinetranslated French. Similar to what was found in previous stu
dies, the machinetranslated texts thus tend to rely much more on the same word combinations,
a phenomenon referred to as the “algorithmic bias” (Van Massenhove et al. 2019). Moreover,
because MT systems are trained on huge amounts of humantranslated parallel data this is also
in line with the normalization translation universal (Baker 1993).
The ANOVA analyses also uncovered machine translationese for measures of lexical di
versity. The typetoken ratios of the original French are more elevated than the ones present
in the machinetranslated texts, corroborating previous research which found that machine
translations are less lexically diverse (Toral 2019 and Vanmassenhove et al. 2019). Overall,
original French exhibits more hapax, dis and tris legomena than machinetranslated French,
which also hints at a difference in lexical diversity. Especially the hapax legomena ANOVA
yields differences among the different MT engines, suggesting that the SMT engine is closest
to original French. However, upon closer inspection we discovered that this engine just leaves
many words untranslated. The same analysis revealed that all MT engines also produce non
sense words, especially the eNMT engine, which is something to be avoided as this can hamper
reading comprehension (Macken et al. 2019). When considering all these features, the eNMT
system comes out as the one exhibiting most machine translationese and Google Translate as
the one exhibiting the least.
This study has some limitations in that it only focused on original versus machinetranslated
French in one genre, namely press texts, and in that all features were calculated with the help
of automatic preprocessing, which is not necessarily 100% accurate. Nevertheless, within a
principled approach to MT tools, by both professionals and translation students who need to
acquire MT literacy in order to work with the machine, such results are interesting as they
provide information on what should be focused on during the postediting process. In the case
of full PE, where high quality is expected, in the light of our results, ENFR MT output should
be checked for the five linguistic features showing significant differences between machine
translated French and original French. In combination with the languagespecific features in
vestigated in Loock (2018, 2020), these independent features can provide a checklist for post
editors (e.g. reduce length of sentences), in order to try and reach linguistic homogenization
with the original language, the holy grail of any translator trying to meet the invisibility de
mands of the highquality end of the market.
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Notes
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Human evaluation also has its methodological shortcomings; see Läubli et al. (2020) for
an interesting discussion of which aspects should make up a human evaluation of MT
output.
Note that not all CBTS case studies consider the differences between original and (human)
translated language to lead to translationese, a negative term suggesting that translations
should be improved. Quite a number of studies actually interpret the differences as being
the result of the natural influence of translation universals (simplification, normalization,
explicitation, levelling out), originally defined in Baker (1993) but widely criticized since,
leading rather to a “third code” for translated texts, a term that does not imply any value
judgment (Gellerstam 2005, 202).
https://www.deepl.com/translator
www.linguee.com
https://translate.google.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/resourcespartners/machinetranslationpublicadministration
setranslatione n
We would like to thank the European Commission’s DirectorateGeneral for Translation
for giving us access to eTranslation.
Many translation agencies often provide tables with expected expansion rates, and the
one for ENFR translation mostly amounts to 20 − 25%, see for example
https://www.versioninternationale.com/detailstaux+de+foisonnement+en+traduction
++anglais+francais+allemand395.html
Please note that “least frequent” should be taken with a grain of salt as all ngram analyses
are based on the top100 most frequent ngrams.
The titles of the two texts are “Zombies: A Cultural History review – a grave injustice”
(Culture domain) and “Plan your own Grand Tour of Namibia  our expert’s ultimate
itinerary” (Travel domain).
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Abstract
In contrast with the rapid development of translation studies as a whole, the primary purpo
se of this paper is to offer an innovative approach to the development of translation quality
evaluation instruments using corpus data and appropriate statistical methods. Translation as
sessment lags behind due to its subjectivity, resulting in shifting standards of assessment and
difficulty in practical operations. This article presents a corpusbased approach to profiling
and assessing translation quality, more particularly translation acceptability, by comparing
linguistic features in translated and original English texts with the help of machine learning
methods. This article aims to give concrete statistical evidence, instead of a simple binary cri
terion of ‘good or bad’ in order to provide a more objective assessment method. To that end,
the present study constructs corpusbased profiles of translated and original texts to specify
the vague concept of translation quality first. Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners (PAC
CEL) and LancasterOslo/Bergen Corpus (LOB) were selected to provide Chinese to English
translations and original English texts to study. Moreover, the linguistic features were extrac
ted for multilevel profiling in terms of lexical, syntax, and grammatical levels. Then, a multi
level comparison was conducted after testing the distinctiveness of proposed rating scales via
Factor Analysis (FA) in SPSS. Finally, Decision Tree (DT) and Kernel Principal Component
Analysis (KPCA) were employed to verify assessment efficiency and display the statistical re
sults in a more straightforward manner. The results indicate that adopting a corpusbased
profiling approach in translation quality analysis provides a better representation of the com
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plexities of the assessment process.

1. Introduction
Thanks to more cultural, social, economic, and political interactions among countries and
regions, translation has developed and flourished rapidly, enabling people speaking different
languages to communicate without language barriers. Even though translation studies have
enjoyed rapid development since the 1970s, the critical research question concerning trans
lation quality assessment (TQA) represents an important but underexplored area of research
in the field (Hatim and Mason 2005), while the vast demand and prosperous development of
translation make the issue of TQA an even more urgent need to be settled.
This relative neglect is primarily due to an absence of objective standards and replicable
measuring methods. TQA’s nature of subjectivity leads to shifting boundaries for its quality
evaluation. The assessment varies as people hold different views of translation itself, which
leads to different concepts of translation quality (House 2009). This largely subjective ap
proach has long been criticized, and assessment methods based on more objective and empi
rical studies are called for by many scholars (BassnettMcGuire 1991; House 2009). Another
barrier causing the slow development of TQA is the low replicability of measuring methods.
Previous studies have provided us with progressive understandings about translation quality,
and addressed the problem of TQA from different perspectives, but the criteria are illdefined
(Hajmohammadi 2009), resulting in poor operation in practice.
With the advancement of computer technology, the novel paradigm of corpusbased trans
lation studies (CTS) has great potential to narrow the gap by removing a great deal of sub
jectivity and improving the consistency of evaluation operation. Corpora enable scholars to
deal with large amounts of language data and to access and retrieve empirical evidence for
translation studies (Baker 1993; Laviosa 2002). From this perspective, the abstract concept of
translation quality can be specified with linguistic features, and TQA can be transferred into a
statistical comparison of these features. Meanwhile, advanced corpus tools and technologies
provide scholars with the capability to operationalize theoretical approaches and verify hy
potheses. As Ji and Oakes (2019) put it, with CTS, scholars have been moving from purely
descriptive, microanalyses of short texts to the possibility to statistically query millions of
words, as a principled way to achieve representativeness and objectiveness.
The aim of the present study is to explore a more objective and replicable approach to
translation quality evaluation with the help of comparable corpora, and the scope is to assess
the quality of ChineseEnglish translations by students. My study showed that TQA could be
nefit from the proposed corpusbased approach in several ways: corpora can be used to profile
translation quality in a more objective manner, as they analyze translations as products instead
of personal understandings of them. Besides, corpusbased assessment criteria are systematic
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and can compare translations on multiple levels. Finally, the thorny issue of TQA is transferred
into the comparison of linguistic features extracted from corpora, which is more straightfor
ward for both evaluators and translators to interpret. The scope of the present study is limited
to a language pair of English/Chinese, described as “genetically distinct major languages in the
world” (Xiao and Hu 2015, 2). The stark differences between these two distanced languages
inevitably influence each other in the process of translation, which leads to distinctive features
in translation results for assessment.
This article is organized as follows. After giving a concise overview of previous work
on corpusbased translation evaluation in section 2, I present new concepts underlying the
statistical approach in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to introducing the experiment design of
the case study aimed at answering three research questions. Section 5 reports and discusses the
experiment’s results. The final section summarizes the main research findings and discusses
the implications for future research on the evaluation of translation quality.

2. Overview of previous work
Literature shows that researchers and scholars started to sense the value of corpora in
translation studies for assessing translation quality and tried to apply corpora in practice.
However, the potential of corpora in translation quality assessment is far from fully explo
red. Generally, two types of research approaches have been explored by previous scholars.
Some scholars, like Bowker (2001), Bowker and Pearson (2002), Hassani (2011), and Jiménez
Crespo (2011), believed that assessment is human activity in nature, and they treated corpora
as a secondary assessment tool and subordinated references for human evaluators judging the
translation quality. Some experts (for example, Rabadán et al. 2009; Loock 2017; Rojo 2018;
De Sutter et al. 2017) relied heavily on the linguistic data extracted out of corpora and regarded
corpora as a primary assessment tool to thoroughly implement a purely datadriven evaluation
of translation quality.
For the former approach, Bowker (2001), Bowker and Pearson (2002), Hassani (2011),
and JiménezCrespo (2011) shared the idea that corpora containing authentic texts and target
language knowledge can assist evaluators in making decisions on whether the tested transla
tion is suitable or not. In particular, Bowker (2001) and Bowker and Pearson (2002) believed
that as the key in translation evaluation, trainers should possess a good knowledge of source
texts, an excellent mastery of the target texts, and knowledge of the subject field. However,
trainers cannot be the encyclopedia in reality, so Bowker’s evaluation model concentrated on
the enhancement of subject field knowledge and the target language of trainers. She compiled
three types of corpora for a case study, including Quality Corpus, Quantity Corpus, and Inap
propriate Corpus. Quality Corpus consisted of authentic texts written by subject field experts
that provide a good explanation of the subject matter. Quantity Corpus contained a larger and
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more representative sample of the language for particular purposes in question, which allows
translator trainers to verify the appropriateness of the terminology. Inappropriate Corpus were
unsuitable parallel texts, which helped trainers to understand why students came up with some
inappropriate equivalents. Bowker’s idea characterizes corpus use as a secondary tool to assist
human judgement.
Hassani (2011) agreed with Bowker on evaluators’ superior role in translation assess
ment. The difference is that Hassani set up his experiment in a professional context. His rese
arch was based on the number of predicted errors by professional translators and the number of
errors detected by evaluators. The discrepancy in error count provided evidence and empirical
results to prove the efficiency of corpora in translation evaluation and quality improvement.
Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) containing authentic language expres
sions, useful information on style and language changes over time, and behavior of a given
word, facilitated evaluators in the process of marking errors and giving feedback for transla
tions in a test. Another scholar who tried to introduce corpus studies into translation quality
assessment was JiménezCrespo (2011). In his understanding, the core issue was to classi
fy translation errors, so a comparable monolingual corpus of original and translated Spanish
corporate websites was used to improve error typology in his research. To achieve systema
tic error typology, JiménezCrespo first developed a genrebased description to observe the
pragmatic, functional, and textual differences as potential errors. Then, corpora were used to
provide quantitative verification of the mentioned errors. Finally, a case study was carried out
to examine whether the proposed typology could provide an improved errorbased analysis.
JiménezCrespo categorized errors into three kinds, namely, error related to target language,
pragmatic and functional errors, and localization errors. Furthermore, the evaluation was based
on the accumulative number of different errors.
Bowker, Hassani, and JiménezCrespo shared the approach of treating corpora as auxili
ary tools for evaluators to identify translation errors or inappropriate expressions. This idea is
regularly adopted in the literature (see, for example, Kussmaul 1995; Delisle 2005; Collombat
2009; Dunne 2009), and a large number of corpusbased language resources are treated like
a treasure for evaluators to implement the assessment. However, it is quite controversial that
translation quality assessment calls for an objective assessment while insisting that translation
quality assessment largely depends on human judgment. Besides, it is not plausible to state
that translation is simply error counting, because translation evaluation is not about picking up
faults in translation. Finally, linguistic data has great potential to dig deeper to reflect various
language patterns, rather than being limited to provide examples for the assessment.
The second approach treats corpora as the primary assessment tool to implement a pure
datadriven evaluation of translation quality. Seminal research started by uncovering diffe
rences between translated and original languages from the perspective of a specific linguistic
feature, for example, passive constructions in translated and original Chinese (Xiao, Mcenery,
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and Qian 2006), and the frequency of phrasal verbs in original English texts, English transla
tions from Romance languages and Germanic languages (Loock 2017). These studies focused
on investigating the particular singular type of linguistic feature in translated texts, which was
not enough to represent the complexity of the overall translation quality. Therefore, multiple
specific linguistic deviances were further applied to the mystery of translation quality assess
ment by several scholars.
In the studies of Rabadán, Labrador, and Ramon (2009), quantifiers, modification of
nouns, and expression of the past time were selected as the object to evaluate translation qua
lity, and their frequencies in both comparable and parallel corpora were discussed in both
translated and original Spanish. Three scholars typified frequency discrepancies of mentioned
linguistic features into three translation universal hypotheses: simplification (Baker 1993), law
of interference (Toury 1995; Mauranen 2004), and the unique items hypothesis (Tirkkonen
Condit 2002). It was concluded that the quality of translations was in line with the similarity
of grammatical structure between native and translated texts. Likewise, Loock (2017) used de
rived adverbs and existential constructions to measure the under/overrepresentation of these
two linguistic features in the translated texts, and found a correlation between observed intra
language differences and the overall quality of translations. Rojo (2018) correlated phraseo
logical competence to the overall quality of translations and examined the translation of phra
seological units in museum texts. The results showed that the texts that achieve the best result
in the phraseological assessment also generally do the same in the overall assessment, and “the
correlation between phraseological quality and overall quality does occur” (Rojo 2018, 13).
De Sutter and his peers further enlarged the number of linguistic features under consideration
when evaluating the quality of translations (De Sutter et al. 2017). They extracted over 20
languagedependent and languageindependent features of translations carried out by students
and professionals. A student translation corpus, a professional translation corpus, and a pro
fessional writer corpus were used for comparison. The researchers argued that it is “not very
plausible to suggest that the language used by professional translators is of lower quality than
that of other professional writers” (De Sutter et al. 2017, 28), so professional translations and
professional writings were defined as good quality in comparison. After multivariation analy
sis, ANOVA was adopted to test the significant difference between students and professionals
in each linguistic feature. The overall result showed that the proposed statistical approach is
feasible for translation quality assessment.
Research taking the approach of corpora as a primary assessment tool is a step toward
corpusbased translation quality assessment. Compared with regarding corpora as having a
subordinate role in the assessment, this approach makes full use of linguistic data extracted
from corpora, in an attempt to eliminate human bias and to provide objective and empirical
evidence for assessing translation quality. Furthermore, when dealing with large quantity and
multidimension statistics, scholars start to pay attention to more advanced computer tools that
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may facilitate new investigations in the field of TQA.
However, the corpusbased translation quality assessment also poses challenges for rese
archers. One major issue is the indicator selection. In the statistical evaluation of translations,
the evaluation indicators should be identified carefully rather than picked up randomly. Unfor
tunately, in the research mentioned above, most of the indicators are selected, if not randomly,
based on the author’s personal experience. Indicators selected in this way are not systematical
ly organized and cannot represent the overall quality effectively. This is the main reason why
many of the indicators are not able to identify the underlying linguistic distinctions between
good and bad translations in De Sutter’s case studies (2017). Another challenge is to handle
multivariation comparison. It is significant progress to have more indicators in the translati
on quality assessment as the translation quality is such a complex problem to deal with, but
the challenge lies in how to unify the overall result of multiple variables. This shortcoming is
exposed in the research by Rabadán, Labrador, and Ramon (2009) and Loock (2017), which
show that researchers can only compare the statistics of each parameter at a time, but not
comprehensively analyze the statistics of the parameters as a whole.
Therefore, for the present research, the author proposes that the assessment parameters
should be wellorganized and systematic under the guidance of corpus linguistics, and the
statistics of all parameters should be compared between translated and original texts compre
hensively, with the help of advanced computer technologies.

3. Proposed concepts
In the present study, the quality of translation is evaluated with a focus on translation
acceptability in the target language and culture. Concepts of acceptability distance, corpus
profiling, and readeroriented assessment are introduced to guide the research practices of
TQA. Under the guidance of these three concepts, rating scales of the proposed approach are
sorted and verified, translations are statistically compared, and finally, the assessment results
are visualized for direct observation.
Toury (1995) is the first scholar who uses the term ‘acceptability’. It refers to a translator’s
respect of rules and conventions of the target culture. Therefore, the judgment of acceptability
is not a binary decision of right or wrong. Following Toury’s idea, the present study regards
acceptability as a particular point along a continuous line, with ‘totally unacceptable’ and ‘per
fectly acceptable’ as the two ends of the spectrum. The tested translation should be positioned
on a particular point of a consistent line with complete irrelevance at one end, and perfect ac
ceptability at the other, as shown below. At a certain point on this line, the tested translation
would have a certain distance to the perfectly acceptable expression in the target culture, which
is defined as the acceptability distance of the translation. The concept of perfect acceptability
is represented by a large amount of original target language data, which is a collection of texts
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that the target audience can accept well.

Figure 1: Diagram of acceptability distance
Worthy of mention is that the acceptability distance is a concept that helps to understand
and specify the abstract idea of translation acceptability. It is not an actual variable that can be
measured precisely. Furthermore, in this paper, translations with different qualities and original
texts can be listed from left to right accordingly. The original texts are supposed to be located
close to ‘perfect acceptability’ because original texts are more acceptable to target readers.
While the Fail translation would be situated closer to ‘totally unacceptable’. Different levels
of translations and original texts are not isolated, and they are consistent with their neighboring
level texts. The neighboring levels of translations do not have a clearcut dividing line. The
distinctiveness between translation and original target texts decides the acceptability distance,
namely, the position of the translation along the continuous line in the diagram. Thus, the
positions of texts along the line would indicate their acceptability in a more straightforward
manner.
The second concept introduced is corpusbased profiling. Profiling is originally defined
as “the activity of collecting information about someone, especially a criminal, to describe
them” (Cambridge English Dictionary). In the definition, “a criminal” can be anyone, but with
specific information or feature description of the criminal, it would be much easier to identify
the criminal out of the general public. Similarly, in the context of this paper, it means that each
translation or text has a statistical expression to represent itself, and the statistics are extracted
from corresponding corpora. In this paper, the statistical information of each text is grouped
into three levels: the lexical level, syntax level, and grammatical level. In other words, these
linguistic statistics shape the features of each translation or text. For the case study, assessing
Chinese to English translations by EFL students in China, this paper selected 12 indicators to
profile the tested texts. That is to say, each tested text is an entity with 12 vectors or variables.
The selection of 12 indicators is based on previous studies (江進林, 2013, 許家金、徐秀玲,
2016; De Sutter et al. 2017; Loock 2017; Kunilovskaya and LapshinovaKoltunski 2019). To
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be specific, under each level of parameters, detailed indicators are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters for corpusbased profiling

Lexical level

Corpusbased
profiling

Syntax level

Grammatical level

Type (TYPE)
Token (TOKEN)
Typetoken ratio (TTR)
Average word length (AWL)
Frequentlyused word ratio (FUW)
Average sentence length (ASL)
Sentence with a complex structure (SCS)
Pronouns (PN)
Conjunctions (CONJ)
Prepositions (PREP)
Determiners (DTM)
Modal words (MD)

The third concept is readeroriented assessment. Who defines to what extent a translation
is acceptable? The ideal situation to judge translation acceptability would be undertaken by the
target audience or professional and experienced human raters. However, it is timeconsuming
and costly in practice. The machine learning techniques are an alternative way of solving the
problem, as this approach is more sophisticated at learning the regularities, so as to be more
accurate at approximating the human results (François and Miltsakaki 2012). Under the con
cept of humanoriented assessment, this study uses human raters to assess the overall quality
of translations first and compares corpusbased profiles to train and test machine learning mo
dels, which will be able to predict human evaluation results afterwards, as shown in Figure
2.
When applying machine learning to translation quality assessment, the definition of to
what extent the translation is acceptable is so crucial that it would influence the followup
construction of the assessment model. The study of Petersen and Ostendorf (2009) concludes
that human labelers do less well in some studies because different groups may have different
evaluation results for the same text. The features of labelers are worthy of study because the
human labelers actually represent readers who share similar features with them, and the use of
machine learning can be a means of tuning the assessment models to the needs of a particular
group of readers. This means that when labeling, human raters shall represent a particular
group of readers, e.g., translation trainers, professional practitioners, etc.
With these three concepts, the assessment of translation quality turns into a judgment of
acceptability distances via comparing corpus profiles of translations and original texts. The
assumption underlying this research is that the statistics in corpus profiles of texts of simi
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Figure 2: Machine learning for translation acceptability assessment

lar quality are relatively homogeneous to its kind, and the native text profiles would form a
standard, implying what translations with good acceptability should be like. The underlying
hypothesis of this study is that the homogeneity of original text profiles contains perfect ac
ceptability concerning the rules and conventions in target language and culture, and better
translation profiles shall be closer to this homogeneity but not completely overlapping with
original text profiles. Represented by their corpusbased profiles, different levels of translati
ons can be assessed by means of acceptability distance with the approach of machine learning.

4. Experimental design
The experiment is designed to answer the following research questions:
1.How can the translation acceptability be statistically assessed with corpusbased data?
2.Which predefined assessment indicators are strong enough to distinguish translation
acceptability at different levels?
3.To what extent does the machine learning model accurately predict the human rating
results?
To answer these research questions, the assessment comprises three steps: (1) corpora
selection and initial data collection, (2) relevance and accuracy verification of assessment in
dicators, (3) assessment result visualization.
(1)Corpora selection and initial data collection
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In order to have representative data for corpus profiling, corpora were carefully selec
ted. The translation samples were sourced from the Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners
(PACCEL), a twomillionword corpus of ChineseEnglish translations. This corpus was divi
ded into two parts: Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners—Written translation (PACCEL
W) (1.6 million words) and Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners—Spoken interpreting
(PACCELS) (0.5 million words) (文秋芳、王金銓, 2008). And each student translation was
scored out of 100 by human raters and was further classified into four levels: Excellent (100
80), Good (7970), Pass (6960), and Fail (less than 59). The original score of each translation
was the average mark rated by two professional translation trainers. When the rating results
of the same translation fell into different quality levels, the two trainers were requested to rate
again till they fell into the same level (Ibid. 2008,12). The original score marked by translation
trainers would be treated as labels for machine learning algorithm training and as a reference
to verify the proposed assessment method. And the labelling of the student translation is based
on the judgment of professional translation trainers. As discussed earlier, the machine lear
ning model would be built upon acceptability evaluation from the perspective of translation
trainers. That is to say, machine learning would tune itself to approximate translation trainers’
evaluation results.
The study selected student translation materials as experiment samples for several rea
sons. Firstly, student translation could provide diverse samples with different degrees of ac
ceptability to study. As translation learners, students were on their way to becoming com
petent translators able to produce qualified translation with good acceptability. The student
translations varied widely, ranging from fail ones to excellent ones, which were suitable to
train and test the proposed method. Secondly, student translations provided a large number of
translation samples for the same original text, which would be advantageous for more precise
quality estimation, because the interference caused by differences related to the source texts
was avoided. Otherwise, the acceptability assessment of translations for different original texts
would disturb the construction of the assessment model. Thirdly, the materials were transla
ted by students sharing similar demographic characteristics, which made the translations they
produced comparable.
The selected Chinese to English translation was about a celebrity’s opinion on movie
industry development. Furthermore, in order to eliminate the influence caused by an uneven
distribution of data, this research selected 80 samples randomly, with 20 samples for each level
of translation. And the materials of the comparable or reference corpus were selected from the
LancasterOslo/Bergen Corpus (LOB) (Johansson, Leech, and Goodluck 1978). Considering
the interference of register and genre, this research selected subcategories of Press: Reporta
ge, Press: editorial, Press: reviews, Biography, General fiction in the LOB. And these texts
were randomly grouped into 20 groups as 20 samples for original English. As described in the
previous section, this study would profile 100 translation samples and original texts with 12
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types of linguistic features extracted from corpora in order to statistically assess the translation
acceptability. The corpus tool of LancsBox 4.0 was adopted to extract these linguistic features
(Brezina et al. 2018). Table 2 shows the overall profiles of five categories of texts.
Table 2: Overall profiles of five categories of texts
Parameters

Indicator Original(O)

Excellent(E)

Good(G)

Pass(P)

Fail(F)

Lexical level

TOKEN
TYPE
TTR
AWL
FUW

391247
29474
0.075333485
2.58213352
15423

10144
1108
0.109227129
2.527509
573

15407
1367
0.088725904
2.466844
731

26180
1866
0.071275783
2.481005
942

10147
1087
0.107125259
2.399861
572

Syntax level

ASL
SCS

13.2427736
4436

14.01536
68

13.81315
101

13.93453
172

14.16942
58

Grammatical
level

PN
CONJ
PREP
DTM
MD

26782
16102
52226
4425
5288

253
448
1118
801
256

1359
687
1652
1282
414

659
1049
2808
2242
694

914
1357
1113
918
266

Similarly, under an umbrella of three parameters, each of the samples was profiled with
12 corpusbased linguistic statistics, which formed the initial data of the study. And the initial
data would be filtered and processed through the following two steps.
(2)Relevance and accuracy verification of assessment indicators
The mentioned 12 linguistic features were initially regarded as indicators to assess trans
lation acceptability in the proposed approach. The research employed SPSS Factor Analysis
to test to what extent the indicators were targeting the same construct and to streamline these
initial indicators. Indicators with high factor loadings (≥ 0.5) were kept as final assessment
indicators, and final assessment indicators contributing to the same principal component (Ei
genvalue ≥ 1.0) would be grouped into one parameter for the acceptability assessment. This
process filtered and streamlined the predefined linguistic features, avoiding disturbance of un
related features for machine learning later. The preprocessing of data eliminated disturbing
factors, which would potentially improve the accuracy of training and testing for machine
learning.
After finalizing the assessment indicators, the efficiency and representativeness of these
indicators were proved through Decision Tree (DT) analysis. Supervised machine learning was
adopted in this process, with sample texts having been divided randomly into two categories
as training and testing data. Typically, 80% of labelled data (80 samples in the present study)
would be training data, and the remaining 20% (20 samples) were testing data. The training
data were used to train the algorithm via DT to classify translations of different qualities and
original texts, while the testing data were used to test the accuracy of the trained algorithm, as
shown in Figure 2 above. The testing accuracy demonstrated the capability of distinguishing
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student translations of different levels and original texts. The higher the testing accuracy was,
the more accurate the proposed method was in predicting the acceptability of translations. And
the confusion matrix displayed the detailed classification of prediction by DT compared with
human assessment by professional translation trainers.
(3)Visualization of the assessment result
Finally, an integrated assessment result was presented, and the numerical information
gathered from these corpora was analyzed with Kernel Principle Component Analysis (KPCA),
which enabled a more straightforward display of complex data. As mentioned earlier, each
corpus profile contained multiple variables, also known as vectors. KPCA could convert pos
sibly correlated variables into a set of values of nonlinearly uncorrelated variables. Through
analyzing the corpus profiles and linguistic behaviors of student translations, the multivector
comparison could visualize acceptability distance between different translation and text pro
files. And the visualization of acceptability assessment results referred to the acceptability of
translation compared with original English texts. The visual representations would elucidate
the extent to which different levels of translations approximate to original English.

5. Results
The results showed that 12 predefined indicators demonstrated high importance to con
tribute to three principal components, namely, Expression Diversity, Expression Accuracy,
and Expression Complexity. With these 12 indicators, the machine learning tool was able to
distinguish translation acceptability levels with an accuracy rate of 80%. And the visualized
results indicated that Expression Diversity had the most considerable influence on the trans
lation acceptability assessment.

5.1 The relevance of assessment indicators
The initial statistics of 100 samples were input into the SPSS Factor Analysis. Factor
loadings of each initial indicator or factor indicated that the dimensions of the factors were
better accounted for by the variables (Yong and Pearce 2013). Therefore, the loadings reflec
ted the relative importance of 12 indicators. As shown in the analysis result in Table 3, all
of 12 indicators obtained a factor loading beyond 0.5, and three principal components were
extracted. To be specific, Component 1 included token (TOKEN), type (TYPE), tokentype
ratio (TTR), frequentlyused words (FUW), average sentence length (ASL), modal (MD), pro
noun (PRON), and conjunctions (CONJ). Component 2 consisted of preposition (PREP) and
determiner (DTM). Component 3 was made up of average word length (AWL) and complex
sentence (CS).
From a corpus linguistics perspective, Component 1 could be named as Expression Di
versity. Token, type and tokentype ratio, modal, and frequentlyused words were indicators
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Table 3: Factor Analysis results
Indicators

Component
1

2

3

TOKEN

0.959

0.194

0.102

TYPE

0.97

0.185

0.083

TTR

0.924

0.235

0.002

AWL

0.073

0.311

0.617

FUW

0.837

0.391

0.093

ASL

0.835

0.257

0.286

CS

0.108

0.21

0.779

PREP

0.087

0.846

0.219

DTM

0.094

0.796

0.101

MD

0.672

0.311

0.217

PRON

0.812

0.173

0.062

CONJ

0.927

0.189

0.106

to show the lexical richness. And average sentence length, pronoun, and conjunctions repre
sented syntactic richness. They both explained the diversity of articulations. Component 2
was defined as Expression Accuracy. Even though prepositions and determiners had different
grammatical functions in an expression, they both modified nouns in their own ways. The
function of modifying could polish the expression to make it more accurate. Component 3
was identified as Expression Complexity. Average word length indicated the complexity of
wording, and the complex sentence referred to sentences containing a subordinate clause or
clauses, which was also the complexity of sentences.
As a result of the current stage, 12 indicators were tested to be of high relevance with the
distinctiveness among five categories of texts. And these indicators could be retained as three
principal components, which were further developed into the multidimensional comparison
in the following sections.

6. Accuracy of the proposed assessment method
100 samples, each of which contains 12 vectors, were input into DT to analyze whether the
evaluation results of the proposed approach match human assessment results. As a supervised
learning model, DT divided a dataset with a given answer into training data (80 samples) to
train the algorithm for classification and testing data (20 samples) to check the result of a
trained model. The result of testing accuracy was 80%, and the confusion matrix in Table 4
showed detailed evaluation results.
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Table 4: Confusion matrix for testing samples
O

E

G

P

F

O

4

0

0

0

0

E

0

4

0

0

0

G

0

0

2

1

1

P

0

0

1

3

0

F

0

0

0

1

3

The testing accuracy of 80% demonstrated that with the aforementioned 12 features as
indicators, translation quality can be correctly estimated with a high accuracy. That is to say,
these 12 features exhibited a significant difference among original English, Excellent, Good,
Pass, and Fail translations. In Table 4, Original English was marked as O, and Excellent trans
lation as E, Good translation as G, Pass translation as P, and Fail translation as F. Almost
all the samples were located into the categories they should be, while the classification was
wrong when judging the two Good translations into Pass and Fail. One Pass translation was
wrongly classified into the category of Good, and one Fail translation was wrongly put under
the Pass category. Generally, as indicated in Table 4, the assessment results of 100 samples by
proposed approaches were mostly matched with human assessment results, and the accuracy
was high, with minor errors in the evaluation.

6.1 Visualization of the assessment result
Then, 100 samples were analyzed via KPCA to visualize the multivector comparison.
As described above, each text was profiled with 12 vectors, which were extracted from corre
sponding corpora. However, a human cannot visualize a 12dimensional phenomenon, so the
present study adopted KPCA, which could convert a set of various numerical values into two
or three principal components and display the result in a threedimensional or twodimensional
layout. The result of KPCA was visually presented in the Figures below.
It was noted that every observable spot represented a sample text or translation. And
five categories of samples were marked in five colors. Those in blue were original English
texts, those in black were Excellent translations, Good translations were red, Pass translations
were green, and Fail translations were yellow. The x, y and zaxis represented Component
1, Component 2, and Component 3. What was of great value here was the relative position of
the different spots in this coordinated system. The closer two texts were, the more similar they
were in terms of 12 linguistic features. This means that the closer one text was to the original
English texts, the shorter its acceptability distance was, which represented to what extent the
translated text was acceptable in the target language and culture of professional translation
trainers.
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(a) Figure 3. Threedimension plot for E & O

(b) Figure 4. Twodimension plot for G & O

(c) Figure 5. Threedimension plot for P & O

(d) Figure 6. Threedimension plot for F & O

Pairwise comparisons were employed in Figure 3 to Figure 6, which showed the compa
rison results between Excellent translations and original English texts, Good translations, and
original English texts, Pass translations and original English texts, Fail translations and origi
nal English texts in threedimensional plots. It was observed that in general, original English
texts were divided from the translations by students, as the blue spots were positioned separ
ately from the spots in black, red, green and yellow in the Figures. The original English texts
got together to form a cluster, which represented perfect acceptability. In comparison, all the
student translations, be it an Excellent one or Failed one, had an acceptability distance away
from the perfect cluster.
As discussed in previous sections, all the 12 indicators would be retained into princi
pal components of Expression Diversity, Expression Accuracy, and Expression Complexity.
Expression Diversity had the most considerable influence on the assessment of translation ac
ceptability, followed by Expression Accuracy and Expression Complexity. As shown in the
Figures above, student translations suffered from low acceptability mainly because of Expres
sion Diversity, as the larger distances between student translations and original English exist in
xaxis, representing the principal component of Expression Diversity. In contrast, the distan
ces in the dimension of the yaxis or zaxis were close to the position of original English texts.
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This referred to the fact that students did an excellent job in terms of Expression Accuracy and
Expression Complexity.

7. Conclusion
This paper has examined the assessment of translation acceptability using corpusbased
indicators combined with the machine learning approach. The concepts of acceptability di
stance, corpusbased profiling, and readeroriented assessment transfer the abstract question
of quality assessment into a statistical comparison of linguistics features, which facilitates
the objective and feasible assessment of translation quality. The linguistic features extracted
from corpora are grouped into three dimensions: Expression Diversity, Expression Accuracy,
and Expression Complexity. These three dimensions specify the definition of acceptability di
stance, and are further displayed in more straightforward plots. The assessment accuracy of
the proposed approach is 80%, and the visualization of the assessment results is able to indica
te the quality of student translations through the comparison with original English texts. The
proposed approach would benefit the field of TQA in several ways. Theoretically, three new
concepts are introduced in this paper to sketch out the translation quality in a more objective
way. Besides, the methodology introduced makes the TQA more operational in practice. The
empirical study and statistical analysis of translation quality enhance the feasibility of TQA.
Furthermore, the advancement of corpus tools and other computer technologies enables re
searchers to extend the usage of corpora in TQA and explore potentials of interdisciplinary
cooperation. Last but not least, tools like machine learning improve the translation quality
assessment by using data to approximate human assessment results, making it more reader
oriented. Also, they can be tuned according to different research or practical needs.
However, there are some inherent limitations in the current research. The proposed in
dicators cannot cover all the elements that influence the acceptability of translations. These
indicators are mainly from lexical, syntactic, and grammatical perspectives, while the accep
tability of translations may also be affected by other indicators, such as semantic or cultural
factors. Further research is required if a comprehensive assessment of translation acceptability
or translation quality at large is to be achieved. Besides, the number of samples and languages
in the experiment is limited in the present study, which calls for empirical studies of a larger
scale and in more language pairs to enhance the consistency of the proposed approach. Finally,
this study only deploys one machine learning algorithm of Decision Tree to train and test the
assessment model. Actually, there are many other options to choose from, and the compara
tive experiment with different computer technologies is suggested in order to explore more
accurate applications of machine learning in corpusbased translation studies.
In the future, hopefully, this paper will encourage more researchers in the field to investi
gate the challenging issue of TQA from the perspective of corpusbased approaches. Moreover,
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the interface between corpus linguistics and technological advancement may contribute to the
development of TQA research and elucidate the complex process of TQA practice.
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Abstract
Research into legal translation has drawn attention to the potential effects that universal ten
dencies in translation could have on translated legal texts (Biel 2010; Prieto Ramos 2014;
Pontrandolfo 2020), with particular regard to accuracy and readability. This paper takes sim
plification and explicitation into consideration and investigates the impact of these two ten
dencies on translated legislative texts. The analysis was carried out on a parallel corpus of
EU legislative texts translated from English into Italian and a reference corpus of national
nontranslated legislation. A corpusbased approach was adopted with a view to providing
quantitative data that could be indicative of a tendency to simplification and explicitation in
the translated texts. A subsequent qualitative analysis carried out on the parallel corpus ex
amined the shifts between original and translated legislative texts, with a focus on the linguistic
features that point to an increased level of simplification and explicitation in the translations.
The results of the analysis were compared to data obtained from the reference corpus in or
der to identify those elements that characterise the translated legislative texts differently from
nontranslated legislation. The results revealed that the translated texts tend to be more expli
cit than the source texts at a lexical and morphosyntactic level. Evidence of simplification was
also found in the tendency to omit unnecessary repetitions, to avoid complex sentence struc
tures and to prefer the active voice. The paper discusses the implications of simplification and
explicitation in EU translated legislation: while they contribute to clarity and readability, they
also reduce vagueness and limit interpretation.
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1. Introduction
The present paper draws on the findings from previous corpusbased studies conducted by
the author (Seracini 2019; 2020) on the EUROCoL corpus, where research into translated EU
legislation provided evidence in support of some of the theories on translation universals. The
analysis in the present paper extends the research further, providing a more indepth insight
into explicitation and simplification in legal translation.
Research into the language of translated texts found that it generally presents features
that deviate from the language of comparable texts originally drafted in the target language.
These deviations do not depend on the level of competence of the translator (Toury 1979, 226),
but, as Baker (1993, 242) observes, derive from “the very activity of translating, the need to
communicate in translated utterances, [which] operates as a major constraint on translational
behaviour and gives rise to patterns which are specific to translated texts”. In Baker’s (1993,
243) definition, these patterns are “universal features”, “which typically occur in translated
text rather than original utterances and which are not the result of interference from specific
linguistic systems”. Chesterman (2004a; 2004b) classifies universals into two categories: “S
universals” and “Tuniversals”. The former can be detected in the shifts between source texts
and target texts; the latter can be identified by comparing translations with comparable non
translated texts.
Various scholars have questioned the idea of ‘universality’ of these features (e.g. Tymocz
ko 1998; Chesterman and Arrojo 2000; House 2008). However, as Chesterman (2004b, 11)
points out, “[w]hat ultimately matters is perhaps not the universals, which we can never final
ly confirm anyway, but new knowledge of the patterns, and patterns of patterns, which help
us to make sense of what we are looking at”. In Chesterman’s (2010, 46) view, “perhaps it
would be more fruitful to search for lessthanuniversal patterns in translation profiles, under
different sets of conditions, and thus make more modest claims”. Awareness of Tuniversals,
for example, can help practitioners avoid certain features that would make the translated texts
sound unnatural in the target culture (Chesterman 2004b, 11). From a pedagogical point of
view, the quality of the students’ translations can improve if they are taught about undesirable
features that are recurrent in translated texts (Chesterman 2010).
As regards Legal Translation Studies (cf. Prieto Ramos 2014), Biel (2010, 8) remarks
that “[t]ranslation universals elicit a number of questions, still unanswered, concerning their
potential impact on legal translation” and their effect on the “accuracy and naturalness of trans
lations”. However, as Pontrandolfo (2020, 23) observes, in legal translation, “universals have
not been tested extensively, possibly due to the absence of large legal corpora that could be
used as testbeds to confirm or disconfirm such patterns”. The importance of further corpus
based research on universals in legal translation is emphasised by Pontrandolfo (2019, 22),
who points out that “[t]he use of legal corpora effectively helps scholars to isolate descriptive
features of translations that actually give insights into the complex dynamics of legal transla
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tion”. As mentioned above, the present paper intends to contribute to research into translation
universals in legal translation by investigating EU legislative texts translated from English into
Italian. The focus of the analysis is on two tendencies that are of particular relevance for the
translation of multilingual legislation, i.e. explicitation and simplification.
The legislation adopted by the European Union is made available in all the 24 official
languages, as established by Council Regulation 1/58[1] and all language versions are equally
authoritative. Despite the fact that the Regulation mentions ‘drafting’ and not ‘translation’, the
production of the different language versions involves, in fact, a translation process from the
original draft – usually in English. [2]
There are specific guidelines and common rules as regards the drafting and translation
of EU legislation, which ensure that all the language versions are consistent and uniform in
terms of structure and terminology. The Joint Practical Guide[3] (European Union 2015, 10),
for example, requires that legal acts are “clear, easy to understand and unambiguous”, “simp
le and concise, avoiding unnecessary elements”, and “precise, leaving no uncertainty in the
mind of the reader”. “Naturalness” in translated texts is also a desired feature, as mentioned
in the DGT Translation Quality Guidelines (European Commission DirectorateGeneral for
Translation 2015, 2).[4] As the Communication from the Commission (COM(2015) 215 final),
Better regulation for better results – An EU agenda[5] specifies, EU laws should be drafted in
such a way, that they are “correct, comprehensible, clear, and consistent” in order to enable
everyone to “understan[d] their rights and obligations easily and with certainty”. Clarity and
readability in legislative texts are, therefore, key requirements. The institutional guidelines and
established conventions, as well as the principle of equal authenticity of the different language
versions impose constraints on the work of both drafters and translators (Ulrych 2014, 1617).
The present study takes these constraints into consideration when considering the results of
the analysis on explicitation and simplification in the EUROCoL corpus. Sections 1.1 and 1.2
report on previous research into the two universals of translation, with particular reference to
legal translation.

1.1 Explicitation
The concept of explicitation was first introduced by Vinay and Darbelnet ([1958]1995,
342) who define it as “a stylistic translation technique which consists of making explicit in the
target language what remains implicit in the source language because it is apparent from either
the context or the situation”. Studies investigating explicitation have developed this concept
further. Séguinot (1988, 108) argues that explicitation occurs when “something which was
implied or understood through presupposition in the source text is overtly expressed in the
translation, or an element in the source text is given a greater importance through focus, em
phasis, or lexical choice”. In Baker’s (1996, 180) view, explicitation is “an overall tendency
to spell things out rather than leave them implicit in translation”. Scholars found evidence in
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favour of an explicitation tendency in a number of shifts between source texts and target texts.
For example, shifts were found in the use of cohesive markers (BlumKulka 1986), in the hig
her number of linking words and changes to the sentence structure in the target texts (Séguinot
1988), in the increased frequency of optional ‘that’ after the verbs ‘say’ and ‘tell’ (Olohan
and Baker 2000) and in the increased length of translated texts compared to their originals
(Baker 1996). In Chesterman’s (2004a) classification, explicitation, as well as “lengthening”,
i.e. the fact that translations tend to be longer than their source texts, are regarded as potential
“Suniversals”, that is the recurrent features found in translated texts that point to differences
between source texts and target texts.
Explicitation can involve either addition or specification (Faber and HjortPedersen 2013).
In the case of addition, “extra lexical items that either add or repeat meaningful elements” are
introduced in the target text (Faber and HjortPedersen 2013, 44). In the case of specification,
“lexical elements that are semantically more informative than the ST lexical elements” are
used in the target text, which results in the fact that meanings are added to the translations
(Faber and HjortPedersen 2013, 44). Therefore, while the measure of addition is quantitative,
the measure for specification is qualitative.
Klaudy (1998) distinguishes between 1) “obligatory explicitation”, 2) “optional explici
tation”, 3) “pragmatic explicitation”, and 4) “translationinherent explicitation”. Obligatory
explicitation refers to necessary changes at a grammatical/lexical level in the target texts, due
to linguistic reasons. Instead, optional explicitation refers to changes introduced to improve
the naturalness of the target language in the translated text. Pragmatic explicitation concerns
the addition in the target text of information that the target audience lacks (e.g. culturebound
references). Translationinherent explicitation is instead due to the translation process itself
that sometimes leaves traces in the translated text.
The concept of explicitation as a translationinherent feature has attracted some criticism
(e.g. House 2008; Becher 2010a; 2010b). In particular, some studies have pointed out that
directionality, i.e. the relation between source language and target language, affects explici
tation, which would, consequently, contradict the view that explicitation could potentially be
a universal feature of translation. In House’s (2008, 12) words, “candidates of universality
suggested for one particular translation direction need not necessarily be candidates for uni
versality in the opposite direction”. Munday’s (1998) research into the English translation of
the short story by Gabriel García Márquez, Diecisiete ingleses envenenados also provides evi
dence of the fact that certain systemic differences between English and Spanish, such as the
omission of subject pronouns in Spanish, are responsible for the higher number of tokens in
the target text. As Munday (1998, 4) observes, “[t]he comparative length of the ST and TT
may depend on many variables, and seems to be an area far more complex than previously
thought and worthy of careful future investigation on other texts”.
As mentioned earlier, further research is needed in order to confirm or disprove claims
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about translation universals. As regards explicitation in legal translation, considering that, as
HjortPedersen and Faber (2010, 238) observe, “[f]rom a legal point of view, adding or sub
tracting information in legal translation is a highrisk procedure because of the potential change
of legal meaning and/or effect of the target text”, more indepth knowledge would be required
in order to establish its influence on the quality of the translated texts (Krogsgaard Vesterager
2017).
Biel (2014, 100) found that explicitation correlates with the “conceptual distance between
legal systems”, that is, “the more distant legal systems are the higher the need to explicate” (cf.
also Mauranen 2007). An indicator of explicitation in legal translation was identified in the
higher frequency of linking adverbials introducing apposition, contrast and concession in legal
texts translated from Spanish into English (Pontrandolfo 2020), which signals an attempt to
add clarity to sense relations in the target texts. Krogsgaard Vesterager’s (2017) study of expli
citation in the translations of a judgment from Spanish into Danish carried out by experts/non
experts provided evidence of the fact that explicitation – in particular addition  occurred most
frequently in the translation of systembound terms and elliptical phrases. The study also de
monstrated that expert translators tend to explicitate more than nonexpert translators.

1.2 Simplification
As a universal feature that occurs in translated texts, simplification is defined as a tenden
cy to simplify the language at a lexical, syntactic and textual level (Baker 1996). Since sim
plifying a text also means making it more explicit, the boundary between simplification and
explicitation is not always clearcut (Baker 1996, 182). In Baker’s (1996, 182) words, “simpli
fication involves making things easier for the reader (but not necessarily more explicit), but it
does tend to involve also selecting an interpretation and blocking other interpretations, and in
this sense it raises the level of explicitness by resolving ambiguity”. In Chesterman’s (2004a)
classification, simplification is a potential Tuniversal, i.e. it is among the recurrent features
that are signalled by differences between translations and comparable nontranslated texts.
At a lexical level, BlumKulka and Levenston (1983, 119) define simplification as “the
process and/or result of making do with less words” (emphasis in the original). In line with this
definition, Laviosa’s (2003, 159) study of lexical simplification demonstrates that “translated
texts have a relatively lower percentage of content words versus grammatical words (i.e. their
lexical density is lower)”. The complexity of identifying simplification in a translated text is
highlighted by Mauranen (2007, 40), who maintains that word combinations, and not only
single words, should be considered.
With respect to legal translation, Biel (2014) points out that avoidance of repetitions –
a recurrent tendency in translation (BlumKulka and Levenston, 1983)  and disambiguation
are the two elements related to simplification that are of particular relevance. Distinguishing
between ambiguity and vagueness, Engberg and Heller (2008, 148) observe that ambiguity in
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legal drafting is “in communicative terms […] a rather undesirable feature”, while vagueness
can be “an accepted, necessary element”. As Antelmi (2008, 94) remarks, “vagueness would
appear to have the advantage of flexibility, instead of the disadvantage of imprecision” [my
translation],[6] since it concedes some flexibility to the legal terms, enabling them to cover,
over time, new concepts and situations. With particular regard to the translation of multilin
gual legislation, Biel (2014, 103) cautions against the risks of disambiguation since a certain
degree of ambiguity or vagueness could be intentional, as multilingual law “relies on a political
consensus”.
In his study on the translation of the Spanish Constitutional Court’s judgments into Eng
lish, Pontrandolfo (2020) investigated lexical variety, lexical density and mean sentence length
in a parallel corpus and found evidence of simplification in the first two indicators, but not in
the third. Anselmi and Seracini’s (2015) study of intralingual translation in a corpus of EU
directives transposed into British law points to lower lexical density and disambiguation in
the implemented legislation, thus providing evidence of the fact that the tendency to simplify
language also characterises legal translation. In Seracini (2019) the analysis of the translation
strategies as regards the passive form in EU legislation translated from English into Italian
provided evidence of a lower frequency of the passive in the target texts. Interestingly, the
study also revealed that the use of the passive form in the corpus of translated EU legislation
was also lower compared to the reference corpus of Italian national legislation.

2. Materials and method
The EUROCoL corpus is a “multilingually comparable corpus” (HansenSchirra and
Teich 2009, 1162) compiled by the author. It is composed of a bilingual parallel corpus of
EU legislation and a comparable corpus of Italian national legislation. The bilingual parallel
corpus comprises a subcorpus of EU legislation in English (ENGLEX – 2,937,323 words) and
a subcorpus of the same legislation in Italian (ITALEX – 3,018,633 words).[7] The 205 laws
contained in the ENGLEX/ITALEX subcorpora are all secondary legislation (112 regulations,
78 directives and 15 decisions) adopted in the period between 2005 and 2015 and pertain to
the field of consumer law.
The comparable monolingual corpus of Italian national legislation (LEGITALIA –
2,573,468 words) comprises 245 Italian laws (230 leggi and 15 decreti legge).[8] Only legis
lation that is unrelated to EU law was included in the reference corpus, so as not to vitiate the
analysis; since most consumer legislation in Italy is based on EU directives and regulations,
the Italian legislative texts included in LEGITALIA necessarily pertain to other branches of
the law as well. However, the comparability of LEGITALIA with the ITALEX subcorpus was
ensured by including the same type of legislation (secondary legislation), by considering the
same time frame (20052015) and by including the integral texts of the Italian laws.
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The analysis was carried out both quantitatively and qualitatively. For the quantitative
analysis, the Wordsmith Tools 7.0[9] (Scott 2016) concordancing programme was used in or
der to extract data concerning the number of tokens and types, standardised type/token ra
tio and mean sentence length in the EUROCoL corpus. Since previous corpusbased studies
have shown that the different types of law present specific characteristics and features (Cali
endo 2007; Biel 2014; Seracini 2020), the data was also extracted considering the directives,
regulations and decisions included in ENGLEX and ITALEX separately.
On the basis of the quantitative data, the corpus was investigated further with a qualitative
approach. The research on explicitation focused on shifts between the ENGLEX and ITALEX
subcorpora at a lexical and morphosyntactic level. At a lexical level, terms related to the field
of consumer protection law were considered. In particular, “purely technical terms” (i.e. terms
used in the legal sphere only) and “semitechnical terms” (i.e. terms found in other contexts as
well, but which are used in a legal context with a different meaning) were investigated (Alcaraz
and Hughes 2014, Chapter 5). At a morphosyntactic level, the analysis took into consideration
the translational patterns for deontic modal verbs (cf. Seracini 2020).
The qualitative analysis of simplification focused on shifts at a morphosyntactic, styli
stic and syntactic level between the two subcorpora. In particular, the analysis considered the
translational patterns for the negative form, the passive voice, modality, and the theme/rheme
relation.
In the case of high frequency words in the corpus (e.g. ‘shall’), where the analysis of the
translational patterns of all the occurrences was not possible, the corpus linguistics method of
“hypothesis testing” (Hunston 2002, 52) was adapted to the purposes of research on translati
on. With the “hypothesis testing” method, “a small selection of lines is used as a basis for a set
of hypotheses about patterns,” while “[o]ther searches are then employed to test those hypo
theses and form new ones” (Hunston 2002, 52). The method was adapted to the study of the
translational patterns by considering a set of thirty concordance lines containing the linguistic
element under investigation from ENGLEX and examining the translational pattern of each
concordance line in ITALEX. This procedure was repeated several times by considering a set
of thirty concordance lines at a time, until no new translational patterns emerged.

3. Results and discussion
A quantitative analysis was carried out with the aid of the Wordsmith Tools 7.0 (Scott
2016) concordancing programme in order to calculate the number of tokens, types, standar
dised type/token ratio and mean sentence length in the EUROCoL corpus. Table 1 below
presents the results of the analysis.
The same analysis carried out by subgenre, considering directives, regulations and deci
sions separately, provided the results presented in Table 2 below. As Table 2 shows, directives
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Table 1: Data from the EUROCoL corpus.
ENGLEX

ITALEX

LEGITALIA

Number of files

205

205

245

Tokens

2,937,323

3,018,633 (+2,8%)

2,573,468

Types

48,704

65,561

35,034

Type/token ratio

1,66

2,17

1,46

Standardised type/token ratio

26.63

31.17 (+17%)

33.89

Mean sentence length (words)

43.68

44.11 (+1%)

43.45

are the subgenre that presents the highest increase (+5%) of tokens in ITALEX. However,
the differences between the three subgenres in terms of variation in the number of tokens are
very slight. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the quantitative data with regard to explicitation and
simplification respectively and report on the results of the qualitative analysis.
Table 2: Data from ENGLEX and ITALEX by type of law.
ENGLEX

ITALEX

Directives

Regulations

Decisions

Directives

Regulations

Decisions

Tokens

749,560

2,129,222

58,541

785,066
(+5%)

2,174,519
(+1%)

59,048
(+0,9%)

Types

19,683

43,964

3,521

23,013

58,131

5,027

STT ratio

30.24

25.68

25.75

35.53
(+17%)

29.79
(+16%)

29.88
(+16%)

Mean SeL

38.94

45.46

40.6

38.42
(0.5%)

46.48
(+2%)

38.95
(4%)

3.1 Explicitation in the EUROCoL corpus
As Table 1 shows, the number of running words in the translated corpus is slightly hig
her in ITALEX (+2.8%) compared to ENGLEX. This slight increase could be considered, in
principle, an indication of the explicitation hypothesis, i.e. the translators’ tendency to make
explicit what is implicit in the original texts. However, as reported in section 1.1, quantitative
data is not sufficient to provide evidence of explicitation; the corpus was, therefore, investiga
ted qualitatively, in order to shed light on the various features that are responsible for a higher
number of words in the translated legislation compared to the original laws. Differences bet
ween the two language systems as possible causes for an increase in the number of words in
the ITALEX subcorpus were first considered. At a lexical level, verbal nouns translated with
a corresponding noun phrase in Italian were found (example 1 from Decision 2006/28/EC).
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(1) Article 3 Tagging
Articolo 3 Apposizione dei marchi
The analysis also revealed that the structure of the English noun phrase (noun premodifier(s)
+ head noun) is used frequently in ENGLEX. As example 2 from Regulation 1223/2009 below
shows, translating this morphosyntactic structure entails introducing words, such as preposi
tions, in the translated texts.
(2) Ensuring traceability of a cosmetic product throughout the whole supply chain
helps to make market surveillance simpler and more efficient. An efficient tracea
bility system facilitates market surveillance authorities’ task of tracing econo
mic operators.
Garantire la rintracciabilità di un prodotto cosmetico in tutta la catena di fornitura
contribuisce a semplificare la vigilanza sul mercato e a migliorarne l’efficienza.
Un sistema efficiente di tracciabilità agevola alle autorità di vigilanza del mer
cato il compito di rintracciare gli operatori economici.
The examples above provide evidence of obligatory explicitation (Klaudy 1998), which
indicates that some of the linguistic structures that characterise the two languages differently
can be partly responsible for an increase in the number of words in the target texts compared
to the source texts. However, the analysis also demonstrated that other types of explicitation
characterise the translated legislation.
At a lexical level, evidence of pragmatic explicitation (Klaudy 1998) was found in the use
of descriptive equivalents, which complement the translated legal term with a description that
provides the recipients with the knowledge they lack in the target culture (Biel 2014, 43). As
Biel (2014, 43) observes, a descriptive equivalent “usually involves explicitation, i.e. making
explicit in the TT what may be implicit in the ST”. In the following examples (3) and (4) from
Regulation 8/2008, the legal terms ‘wet lease’, ‘dry lease’, and ‘wet leaseout’ are translated
with a borrowing from English followed by an explanation in Italian:
(3) Leasing (a) | Terminology | Terms used in this paragraph have the following
meaning: | (1) | Dry lease — Is when the aeroplane is operated under the AOC of
the lessee. | (2) | Wet lease — Is when the aeroplane is operated under the AOC
of the lessor.
Noleggio a) | Terminologia | I termini usati nel presente paragrafo hanno il seguen
te significato: | 1) | Dry lease (noleggio a scafo nudo) — quando l’impiego del
velivolo avviene in accordo alle specifiche del COA del locatario; | 2) | Wet lease
(noleggio con equipaggio) — quando l’impiego del velivolo avviene in accordo
alle specifiche del COA del locatore.
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(4) Wet leaseout | A Community operator providing an aeroplane and complete
crew to another entity, […]
Wet leaseout (cessione a noleggio con equipaggio) | L’operatore comunitario
che fornisce un velivolo con equipaggio completo ad un altro soggetto […]
Interestingly, the website of the Italian civil aviation authority, ENAC (Ente Nationale per
l’Aviazione Civile), uses the English terms ‘dry lease’ and ‘wet lease’ followed by the equiva
lent Italian terminology, respectively ‘locazione’ and ‘noleggio’ in the webpages addressed to
the lay public.[10] On the contrary, documents addressed to insiders often use the English ‘dry
lease’ and ‘wet lease’ to refer to the two different types of contracts with no explanation or
translation,[11] which proves that the English terms are commonly used in place of the Italian
equivalents among insiders.
In the EU regulation, despite the fact that the English borrowings are defined and exp
lained at the beginning of the legislative text (see example 3 above), the Italian descriptive
equivalent is subsequently used both alongside and in place of the English term (examples 5
and 6).[12]
(5) Dry leasein | (i) | A Community operator shall not dry leasein an aeroplane
from an entity other than another Community operator, unless approved by the
Authority.
Dry leasein (presa a noleggio a scafo nudo) | i) | Un operatore comunitario non
prende a noleggio a scafo nudo un velivolo di un soggetto che non sia un altro
operatore comunitario, salvo approvazione dell’Autorità.
(6) A Community operator shall ensure that, with regard to aeroplanes that are
dry leasedin, any differences from the requirements prescribed in Subparts K, L,
and/or OPS 1.005(b), are notified to and are acceptable to the Authority.
L’operatore comunitario assicura che, per quanto riguarda i velivoli presi a noleg
gio a scafo nudo, tutte le differenze rispetto ai requisiti di cui ai capitoli K, L e/o
alla norma OPS 1 005, lettera b), sono notificate all’Autorità e da questa accettate.
In the following example (7) from Regulation 8/2008, a descriptive explanation (‘addestrato
in materia di gestione delle risorse dell’equipaggio’) of the English acronym CRM is added in
the Italian target text.
(7) (iii) | Subparagraph (a)(4)(i) applies as follows. Operator proficiency check
may be conducted by a Type Rating Examiner (TRE), Class Rating Examiner
(CRE) or by a suitably qualified commander nominated by the operator and ac
ceptable to the Authority, trained in CRM concepts and the assessment of CRM
skills.
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iii) | la lettera a), punto 4.i), si applica come segue. Il controllo di professionalità da
parte dell’operatore può essere condotto da un esaminatore di abilitazione per tipo
(TRE), un esaminatore di abilitazione per classe (CRE) oppure da un comandan
te adeguatamente qualificato designato dall’operatore e accettabile per l’Autorità,
addestrato in materia di gestione delle risorse dell’equipaggio (Crew Resour
ce Management — CRM) e nella valutazione delle capacità sotto il profilo di
CRM;
Another type of addition related to explicitation was also found at a lexical level. In spe
cialised fields where the English language is used internationally, such as business manage
ment, the English term is sometimes added as a gloss to the Italian term, despite the fact that
the Italian equivalent is commonly used. As example (8) from Regulation 859/2008 shows, the
English terms ‘accountable manager’ and ‘quality manager’ accompany the Italian translation
of the terms.
(8) Quality system (a) | An operator shall establish one quality system and designa
te one quality manager to monitor compliance with, and adequacy of, procedures
required to ensure safe operational practices and airworthy aeroplanes. Complian
ce monitoring must include a feedback system to the accountable manager (see
also OPS 1.175 (h)) to ensure corrective action as necessary.
Sistema di qualità a) | L’operatore stabilisce un unico sistema di qualità e designa
un unico responsabile della qualità (Quality Manager) al fine di controllare
l’adeguatezza e il rispetto delle procedure richieste per garantire il sicuro svolgi
mento delle operazioni e l’aeronavigabilità dei velivoli. Il controllo del rispetto
delle procedure deve anche prevedere un sistema per riferire le risultanze al diri
gente responsabile (Accountable Manager) [cfr. anche la norma OPS 1.175(h)]
in modo da garantire, in funzione delle necessità, l’adozione delle misure corret
tive.
The analysis also provided evidence of optional explicitation (Klaudy 1998), where the
changes introduced in the target texts improved the naturalness of the legislative texts in Italian.
In example (9) from Regulation 813/2013, the verbal structure ‘when reviewing’ is translated
with the nominal structure ‘all’atto del riesame’ which is more idiomatic in Italian legal lan
guage, as data from the reference corpus LEGITALIA confirms (7 occurrences of the verb
‘riesaminare’ versus 76 occurrences of the noun ‘riesame’).
(9) The appropriateness of setting ecodesign requirements for these greenhouse
gas emissions will be reassessed when reviewing this Regulation.
L’opportunità di stabilire specifiche per la progettazione ecocompatibile connesse
a tali emissioni di gas a effetto serra sarà valutata nuovamente all’atto del riesame
del presente regolamento.
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Evidence of translationinherent explicitation was also found in the ITALEX subcorpus both
at a lexical and morphosyntactic level. At a lexical level, further specification is sometimes
provided to accompany a legal term, as in example (10) below from Regulation 909/2014,
where ‘elevato’ [high] is added in the translated text.
(10) (d) it shall mitigate the corresponding liquidity risks with qualifying liquid
resources in each currency such as cash at the central bank of issue and at other
creditworthy financial institutions
(d) attenua il corrispondente rischio di liquidità con risorse liquide di alta qualità
in ciascuna valuta, come contante presso la banca centrale di emissione o altri enti
finanziari con merito di credito elevato
Similarly, in the following example (11) from Regulation 859/2008, where the source text
speaks of ‘requirements applicable to synthetic training devices’, the Italian translation adds
‘norma’ [norm] and ‘JAR’ (an acronym that refers to the term ‘Joint Aviation Requirements’
and is defined in an earlier section of the law): an addition which provides more accuracy and
clarity to the Italian version of the law.
(11) All synthetic training devices (STD), such as flight simulators or flight trai
ning devices (FTD), replacing an aeroplane for training and/or checking purposes
are to be qualified in accordance with the requirements applicable to synthetic
training devices. An operator intending to use such STD must obtain approval
from the Authority.
Tutti i dispositivi di addestramento (STD), quali i simulatori di volo o i dispositivi
di addestramento al volo (FTD), che sostituiscono un velivolo a fini di addestra
mento e/o controllo devono essere qualificati conformemente ai requisiti appli
cabili della norma JAR STD. L’operatore che intende utilizzare tali dispositivi
deve ottenere l’approvazione dell’autorità.
In the following example from Regulation 8/2008 (12), the translator provides further clari
fication by adding ‘prima, durante e dopo il volo’ [before, during and after the flight] in the
Italian version of the law where the English version more generically uses ‘for all phases of
operation of the aeroplane’.
(12) An operator shall establish a checklist system to be used by crew members
for all phases of operation of the aeroplane under normal, abnormal and emergency
conditions as applicable, to ensure that the operating procedures in the Operations
Manual are followed.
L’operatore stabilisce un sistema di liste di controllo (checklist) che devono essere
utilizzate dai membri d’equipaggio nelle varie fasi del volo (prima, durante e
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dopo il volo) in condizioni normali, non normali e di emergenza, al fine di garantire
che siano osservate le procedure operative riportate nel manuale delle operazioni.
In all three cases above, the translated text explicitates what is left implicit in the English
version by addition. Other translationinherent explicitation involves specification, as can be
seen in the following example (13) from Regulation 8/2008, where ‘the flight’ is translated in
Italian as ‘lo svolgimento del volo’ [the course of the flight].
(13) […] if he/she knows or suspects that he/she is suffering from fatigue, or feels
unfit to the extent that the flight may be endangered.
[…] se ha la sensazione di una non perfetta efficienza fisica al punto da poter
determinare una situazione di pericolo per lo svolgimento del volo.
At a morphosyntactic level, the analysis of the translational patterns for deontic modal verbs
revealed that the translated text sometimes conveys a more restrictive meaning, providing an
interpretation of the degree of obligation or permission that prevents the risk of misinterpreta
tions. In Seracini (2020) it was found that the modal ‘should’ often tends to be translated with
a stronger connotation of obligation, in particular – but not exclusively  when it occurs in the
enacting terms of the legislation. In example (14) from Directive 2006/42/EC, the mild degree
of obligation expressed by the two instances of ‘should’ is translated, respectively, with the
present indicative of the verb ‘dovere’, which expresses strong obligation, and the final clause
‘da rispettare’, which indicates that something ‘is to be done’.
(14) the description of the adjustment and maintenance operations that should be
carried out by the user and the preventive maintenance measures that should be
observed;
la descrizione delle operazioni di regolazione e manutenzione che devono essere
effettuate dall’utilizzatore nonché le misure di manutenzione preventiva da ris
pettare;
Evidence of explicitation by means of specification was also found in the abovementioned
study (Seracini 2020) in the translational patterns for the modal ‘shall’. An example of this can
be seen in the extract below from Regulation 10/2011 (example 15), where the verb ‘dovere’
is used.
(15) In a plastic multilayer material or article, the composition of each plastic
layer shall comply with this Regulation.
La composizione di ogni strato di materia plastica di un materiale o oggetto di
materia plastica multistrato deve essere conforme al presente regolamento.
It is significant that this choice departs from the norm concerning national legislation that
recommends the use of the present indicative to express a prescriptive meaning, as specified in
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the following extract from the Italian Guida alla Redazione dei Testi Normativi,[13] the official
guidelines for the drafting of legislative texts:
“The appropriate verb form to express obligation in the law is the present indicati
ve. The subjunctive and the future tense do not achieve the same effect, in that the
order they express is hypothetical and differed. In any case, use of modes or tenses
different from the present indicative produces a text that is not homogeneous and
is, therefore, avoided.” [my translation]
Interestingly, in other parts of the same EU regulation, the modal verb ‘shall’ is translated
with the present indicative, which is consistent with the abovementioned guidelines (example
16).
(16) An additive shall be removed from the provisional list
Un additivo è soppresso dall’elenco provvisorio
A more indepth analysis was carried out by applying the “hypothesis testing” method
(Hunston 2002) on a total of 180 parallel sections where ‘shall’ and its translations occurred
in ENGLEX and ITALEX (Seracini 2020). The analysis pointed to a frequent use of the verb
‘dovere’ to translate the modal ‘shall’ where, if a present indicative had been used, the target
text could have been misinterpreted as conveying a factual or informative meaning, rather
than a prescriptive meaning. Specification appears, therefore, to be aimed at reducing potential
ambiguity in the target text. Example (17) from Directive 2006/141/EC illustrates this point.
(17) The labelling of infant formulae and followon formulae shall be designed
to provide the necessary information about the appropriate use of the products so
as not to discourage breast feeding.
Le etichette degli alimenti per lattanti e degli alimenti di proseguimento devono
essere concepite in modo da fornire le informazioni necessarie all’uso appropriato
di questi prodotti e non scoraggiare l’allattamento al seno.
In example (18) from Decision 2006/1005/EC, the two instances of the modal ‘shall’ are trans
lated, respectively, with the present indicative and the future of the verb ‘dovere’, which makes
the meaning more explicit.
(18) LCD refresh rate shall be set to 60 Hz, unless a different refresh rate is speci
fically recommended by the manufacturer, in which case that rate shall be used.
La frequenza di aggiornamento dei monitor a cristalli liquidi deve essere fissata a
60 Hz, a meno che il fabbricante non indichi espressamente una frequenza diversa,
che dovrà in tal caso essere utilizzata.
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3.2 Simplification in the EUROCoL corpus
As Table 1 shows, there is a higher number of types in ITALEX (+33%) compared to
ENGLEX. Since ENGLEX and ITALEX have a comparable number of tokens, the number
of types in the two subcorpora, is, at least to a certain degree, comparable – something which
would not have been the case had there been a large discrepancy in the size of the two subcor
pora (cf. Kenny 2001). The higher number of types could be read as an indication of increased
lexical variety in the translated laws, which would contradict the simplification hypothesis.
However, it is necessary to consider a number of factors before drawing such a conclusion.
The first element to consider is that, as previously demonstrated, the Italian translated
laws contain a number of semispecialised and specialised terms in English that are added as
a gloss to the Italian terms. Moreover, some technical terms are left untranslated in English,
as can be seen in example (19) from Regulation 790/2009, where the international chemical
identification is not translated into Italian.
(19) 006007005 | salts of hydrogen cyanide with the exception of complex cya
nides such as ferrocyanides, ferricyanides and mercuric oxycyanide and those spe
cified elsewhere in this Annex
006007005 | salts of hydrogen cyanide with the exception of complex cyanides
such as ferrocyanides, ferricyanides and mercuric oxycyanide and those specified
elsewhere in this Annex
The second element to consider is that Italian is a more inflected language than English. For
example, the English definite article ‘the’ is translated with seven distinct words in Italian (i.e.
the definite articles ‘il’, ‘lo’, ‘la’, ‘i’, ‘le’, ‘gli’, ‘l’), depending on the gender and number of
the noun it goes with, as well as on the letter the noun starts with. All these features can be
responsible for a higher number of distinct words in the Italian versions of the laws compared
to the source texts. The results of the quantitative analysis were not, therefore, considered to
be indicative of increased lexical variety in the translated laws.
The data also shows a 17% increase in the standardised type/token ratio in ITALEX com
pared to ENGLEX. This could also be affected by the higher number of types in ITALEX.[14]
The three subgenres present a very similar variation, with a slightly higher percentage of incre
ase in directives (+17%) compared to both regulations and decisions (+16%). The comparison
between ITALEX and LEGITALIA is more revealing: the data shows that the standardised ty
pe/token ratio in the reference corpus of national Italian legislation is 9% higher than in the
ITALEX subcorpus. This points to reduced lexical density in the translated legislation compa
red to the nontranslated legislation, which would support the simplification hypothesis.
The data concerning average sentence length in ENGLEX, ITALEX and the LEGITALIA
reference corpus was also compared. The results show a similar mean sentence length between
ENGLEX and ITALEX, with a mere 1% increase in the translated legislation. The difference
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between directives, regulations and decisions is negligible. The similarity between ENGLEX
and ITALEX as regards mean sentence length suggests that translators tend to comply with
the requirement of the socalled “sentence rule,” whereby “language versions should have the
same ‘sentence boundaries”’ [15] and are easily aligned for multilingual display.
Interestingly, the results are also similar to LEGITALIA. However, due to the differences
in layout and structure between EU legislation and national Italian legislation, a direct com
parison of mean sentence length between ITALEX and LEGITALIA cannot be made. Most
of the EU legislative texts in the corpus, for example, contain a section that is not present in
Italian legislation with the definitions of all the terms used in the law. These definitions con
stitute one long sentence and consequently affect the measure of mean sentence length, as the
example (20) below from Regulation 509/2006 illustrates.
(20)
Article 2
Definitions
1.For the purposes of this Regulation:
(a)| ‘specific character’ means the characteristic or set of characteristics which
distinguishes an agricultural product or a foodstuff clearly from other similar pro
ducts or foodstuffs of the same category;
(b) | ‘traditional’ means proven usage on the Community market for a time peri
od showing transmission between generations; this time period should be the one
generally ascribed to one human generation, at least 25 years;
(c) | ‘traditional speciality guaranteed’ means a traditional agricultural product or
foodstuff recognised by the Community for its specific character through its regi
stration under this Regulation;
(d) | ‘group’ means any association, irrespective of its legal form or composition, of
producers or processors working with the same agricultural product or foodstuff.
Articolo 2
Definizioni
1.Ai fini del presente regolamento si intende per:
a)| «specificità», l’elemento o l’insieme di elementi che distinguono nettamente
un prodotto agricolo o alimentare da altri prodotti o alimenti analoghi appartenenti
alla stessa categoria;
b) | «tradizionale», un uso sul mercato comunitario attestato da un periodo di tempo
che denoti un passaggio generazionale; questo periodo di tempo dovrebbe essere
quello generalmente attribuito ad una generazione umana, cioè almeno 25 anni;
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c) | «specialità tradizionale garantita», prodotto agricolo o alimentare tradiziona
le la cui specificità è riconosciuta dalla Comunità attraverso la registrazione in
conformità del presente regolamento;
d) | «associazione», qualsiasi associazione, a prescindere dalla sua forma giuridica
o dalla sua composizione, di produttori o di trasformatori che trattano il medesimo
prodotto agricolo o alimentare.
Due to the difference in structure and layout, the similar measure of mean sentence length in
ITALEX and LEGITALIA was not considered evidence of a tendency to conform to target
culture drafting conventions on the translators’ part.
The qualitative analysis carried out in Seracini (2020) provided evidence of recurrent
shifts at a morphosyntactic, stylistic and syntactic level. At a morphosyntactic level, the ana
lysis showed a tendency to omit words that do not carry a full meaning in the source text. In
example (21) from Regulation 10/2011, the first occurrence of the modal verb ‘should’ is trans
lated with the present indicative of the lexical verb, whereas the three subsequent instances of
‘should’ are translated with the Italian verbo servile ‘dovere’ which, as mentioned previously,
expresses strong obligation. The translational choices reflect the function of the modal verb
in the original text. In the first instance, ‘should’ merely has a tentative connotation, which
is different from the other three occurrences, where the modal expresses a deontic meaning.
The example also provides further confirmation that, as previously mentioned, ‘should’ is of
ten translated with expressions that convey a stronger connotation of obligation, where this is
implied in the source text.
(21) The specific migration limit is a maximum permitted amount of a substance in
food. This limit should ensure that the food contact material does not pose a risk
to health. It should be ensured by the manufacturer that materials and articles
not yet in contact with food will respect these limits when brought into contact
with food under the worst foreseeable contact conditions. Therefore compliance
of materials and articles not yet in contact with food should be assessed and the
rules for this testing should be set out.
Il limite di migrazione specifica corrisponde alla quantità massima di una sost
anza consentita nei prodotti alimentari. Detto limite garantisce che il materiale
destinato a venire in contatto con i prodotti alimentari non presenti rischi per la
salute. Il fabbricante deve garantire che i materiali e gli oggetti che non sono an
cora in contatto con prodotti alimentari rispetteranno tali limiti nel momento in
cui entreranno in contatto con i prodotti alimentari nelle peggiori condizioni di
contatto prevedibili. Di conseguenza, deve essere valutata la conformità dei ma
teriali e degli oggetti che non sono ancora in contatto con i prodotti alimentari, ed
è necessario stabilire le norme per la realizzazione di tali prove.
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At a stylistic level, the abovementioned analysis revealed a frequent tendency to reduce
repetition in the translated texts (Seracini 2020). One example is provided below (example 22
from Regulation 216/2008), where the repetition of the modal ‘may’ is avoided in the Italian
translation by means of an ellipsis. Moreover, the adjective ‘own’, which reinforces the idea
of ownership in the source text, is omitted in the Italian translation.
(22) In each of the Member States, the Agency shall enjoy the most extensive
legal capacity accorded to legal persons under their laws. It may, in particular,
acquire or dispose of movable and immovable property and may be a party to legal
proceedings. 3. The Agency may establish its own local offices in the Member
States, subject to their consent.
L’Agenzia gode in tutti gli Stati membri della più ampia capacità giuridica rico
nosciuta alle persone giuridiche dalle rispettive legislazioni. In particolare può ac
quistare od alienare beni mobili e immobili e stare in giudizio. 3. L’Agenzia ha
facoltà di istituire uffici locali negli Stati membri, se questi lo consentono
A tendency to reduce redundant clauses by means of alternative, more simplified structures al
so emerged from the analysis (Seracini 2020). In example (23) below from Directive 2006/42/EC
the clause ‘whatever they may be’ is translated with the noun phrase ‘qualsiasi tipo’ [any type].
(23) automatic or manual stopping of the moving parts, whatever they may be,
must be unimpeded,
l’arresto manuale o automatico degli elementi mobili di qualsiasi tipo non deve
essere impedito,
The analysis of the parallel corpus also revealed that the syntactic structure is frequently sim
plified (Seracini 2020). One frequent shift introduces changes in the theme/rheme relation,
which simplifies the sentence structure in the target text and makes the prescriptive principles
clearer, as example (24) from Regulation 10/2011 illustrates.
(24) Recently additional monomers, other starting substances and additives
have received a favourable scientific evaluation by the Authority and should
now be added to the Union list.
L’Autorità ha recentemente effettuato una valutazione scientifica positiva di
ulteriori monomeri, altre sostanze di partenza e additivi, che sarebbe quindi
opportuno aggiungere all’elenco dell’Unione.
Simplification was also found in the frequent avoidance of complex negative structures in the
target texts. In example (25) from Regulation 1899/2006, the structure ‘may not’/’unless’ is
translated with the positive form ‘può’/’solo se’ [may/only if].
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(25) A pilot may not continue an approach below MDA/MDH unless at least one
of the following visual references for the intended runway is distinctly visible and
identifiable to the pilot.
Il pilota può continuare un avvicinamento al di sotto della MDA/MDH solo se al
meno uno dei seguenti riferimenti visivi per la pista ove intende effettuare l’atterraggio
sia chiaramente visibile ed identificabile dal pilota.
Syntactic discontinuity found in the source text is also frequently avoided in the target text,
which results in a more simplified sentence structure. One example is provided by the extract
below (example 26) from Regulation 66/2010, where the separation between the adverb ‘whe
re’ and the noun phrase ‘any competent body’ found in the source text is avoided in the target
text (‘qualora un organismo competente’ [where a competent body]).
(26) Where, giving the user of the EU Ecolabel the opportunity to submit
observations, any competent body which finds that a product bearing the EU
Ecolabel does not comply with the relevant product group criteria or that the EU
Ecolabel is not used in accordance with Article 9, it shall either prohibit the use
of the EU Ecolabel on that product, or, in the event that the EU Ecolabel has been
awarded by another competent body, it shall inform that competent body.
Qualora un organismo competente rilevi che un prodotto che reca il marchio
Ecolabel UE non rispetta i criteri stabiliti per il rispettivo gruppo di prodotti o
che il marchio Ecolabel UE non viene usato conformemente a quanto previsto
dall’articolo 9, dopo aver consentito all’utilizzatore del marchio Ecolabel UE
di inviare le proprie osservazioni l’organismo vieta l’uso del marchio su tale pro
dotto o, qualora il marchio Ecolabel UE sia stato assegnato da un altro organismo
competente, informa quest’ultimo.
A simplifying tendency was also observed in the cases where passive forms are translated with
active forms (Seracini 2019; 2020). As example (27) from Directive 2014/28/EU shows, the
passive ‘has been carried out’ is transformed into the active form in the target text, and the
agent (‘the manufacturer’) becomes the subject of the clause (‘il fabbricante’).
(27) Before placing an explosive on the market importers shall ensure that the
appropriate conformity assessment procedure referred to in Article 20 has been
carried out by the manufacturer.
Prima di immettere un esplosivo sul mercato, gli importatori assicurano che il fab
bricante abbia eseguito l’appropriata procedura di valutazione della conformità
di cui all’ articolo 2.
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4. Conclusion
The present study set out to investigate explicitation and simplification in translated EU
legislation. As regards explicitation, the slight increase in the number of tokens in the subcor
pus of Italian legislation provided an indication that explicititation could potentially characte
rise the translated legislation. The subsequent qualitative analysis confirmed that the translated
texts tend to be more explicit at a lexical and morphosyntactic level. Beside the instances of
obligatory explicitation, the study revealed that pragmatic explicitation is frequently found in
the translation of technical and semitechnical terms where the terms in the target texts are pro
vided both in English and in Italian by means of glosses and descriptive equivalents. It can be
hypothesised that this increase in the level of explicitness in the translated texts is intended to
avoid the risk of misinterpretations. Similarly, in the cases of translationinherent explicitation
identified in the corpus, there is a tendency to add linguistic items that contribute to making
the translated texts more accurate. As regards optional explicitation, a number of changes that
improve the naturalness of the target texts were observed, such as the use of nominal structures
in place of verbal structures.
Evidence of explicitation by means of specification was also found. In the case of deontic
modality, the analysis revealed that the linguistic choices in the target text sometimes make
the degree of obligation stronger (e.g. ‘should’), if this is implied in the original text. This
results in target texts that are less likely to be misinterpreted than the source texts, even if this
sometimes means going against target language conventions.
As regards simplification, the quantitative data concerning standardised type/token ratio
pointed to evidence in support of the simplification hypothesis. The qualitative analysis indi
cated that a simplifying tendency occurs at a morphosyntactic, stylistic and syntactic level. A
tendency to reduce repetition and to omit unnecessary or redundant linguistic elements in the
target texts was observed. In particular, the translated texts often have more simplified sen
tence structures, avoid complex negative forms and use the active voice in place of the passive.
As a result, the translated legislation is in some cases clearer and more readable.
Considering the emphasis of EU guidelines on clarity, readability and quality in legis
lation, all the results in the present study could be read merely as evidence of the fact that
translators comply with EU institutional norms. For example, both the English and the Italian
versions of the manual for drafters and translators, How to Write Clearly (European Commis
sion 2011), [16] specify that, when drafting a document, it is preferable to use the affirmative
instead of the negative form, the active instead of the passive form, and that the actions should
be placed “in the order in which they occur” (European Commission 2011, 7). However, since
the same guidelines apply to legal drafting, not only translation, it can be hypothesised that the
instances where translated legislation is clearer, more readable and less ambiguous than the
source texts also provide evidence in favour of the explicitation and simplification hypotheses
in legal translation.
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Notes
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

Available at http://eurlex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?qid=1485097054576\&uri
=CELEX:31958R0001(02). Accessed 30 November 2020.
Information retrieved from Translation and Multilingualism. http://bookshop.europa.eu
/en/translationandmultilingualismpbHC0414307/. Accessed 30 November 2020.
Available at https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail//publication/3879747d7a3c4
11ba3a055c14e2ba732. Accessed 5 December 2020.
Available at http://ec.europa.eu/translation/maltese/guidelines/documents/dgt_ translati
on_quality_guidelines_en.pdf. Accessed 18 December 2020.
Available at https://eurlex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX$\%$3A520
15DC0215. Accessed 18 December 2020.
“La vaghezza avrebbe il pregio della flessibilità, anziché il difetto dell’imprecisione”
(Antelmi 2008, 94).
The EU laws were downloaded from EurLex (https://eurlex.europa.eu/homepage.htm
l?locale=en), the section of the EU website containing all EU legislation.
The Italian laws were downloaded from Parlamento.it (www.parlamento.it), the official
website of the Italian Parliament and from Normattiva (www.normattiva.it), the official
website of the Italian legislation in force.
Available at http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/.
Available at https://www.enac.gov.it/trasportoaereo/compagnieaeree/licenzedieserc
izio/licenzaditrasportoaereo/impiegoaeromobili. Accessed 2 December 2020.
See, for example, document available at https://www.enac.gov.it/sites/default/files /alle
gati/ 2018Set/77531_PROT_18_07_2014_Approvazione_impiego_aeromobili.pdf. Ac
cessed 2 December 2020.
The use of English borrowings alongside the Italian term has been observed above all
in regulations. This may be explained with reference to the fact that these types of laws
are applied directly within the various national legislative system. The study on Lawma
king in the EU Multilingual Environment published in 2010 by the Directorate General
for Translation of the European Commission (available at https://op.europa.eu/it/publicat
iondetail//publication/7db404b548e54c2baabd82db6a034eab; accessed 15 Decem
ber 2020) reports that “[i]n the case of regulations, the impact of national legal or tech
nical terms on the vocabulary of the regulation is more significant than with directives
because the national legislator does not have the possibility of remedying the incorrect
terminology in the phase of transposition.”
Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 101 of 3. May 2001 – Supplemento Ordinario n. 105. Available at ht
tp://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/atto/stampa/serieg enerale/originario. Accessed 3 December
2020.
Kenny (2001) points out that, when data referring to standardised type/token ratio is ana
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[15]

[16]

lysed, it is necessary to take certain issues into account. Two of these issues in particular
need to be considered in the present study. The first issue is that homographs are not
automatically considered by the concordancer as different words. For example, the word
‘list’ can be both a verb or a noun. If a corpus is not annotated, the concordancer consi
ders the verb and the noun as the same word. The second issue is that the different word
forms of a lemma are counted by the concordancer as different types. This issue affects
in particular the data from corpora of highly inflected languages, such as Italian. On the
basis of these two issues, the data concerning standardised type/token is considered here
as merely providing an indication of a general trend.
Information retrieved from the DGT Translation Quality Guidelines document (available
at http://ec.europa.eu/translation/maltese/guidelines/documents/dgtt ranslationq ualityg uid
elinese n.pdf; accessed 2 December 2020).
Available at http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/howtowriteclearlypbHC3010536/. Acces
sed 5 December 2020.
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Abstract
When English is the target language and the intended readership is international, the question
of what is appropriate or inappropriate as a translation solution can be complex. Usage which
has traditionally been considered unacceptable may come to be regarded in a different light
owing to the fact that on a global level English is a moving and constantly evolving target.
This state of flux represents a conundrum for translation trainers and trainees alike, whose
task is however facilitated by careful use of dictionaries and language corpora. With the help
of corpus data, this paper examines and discusses examples of solutions – some contentious,
some more straightforward – drawn from the ItaliantoEnglish translation classroom.

1. Background
In Stewart (2013, 225229) I considered whether the following translation into English
of a sentence in an Italian tourist brochure could be considered admissible in an L2 translation
classroom if the envisaged readership is international:
[…] a panoramic road which allows to enjoy fantastic sceneries
This is a close and rather wooden rendering of the Italian […] una strada panoramica
che consente di godere di fantastici scenari (literally ‘a road panoramic which allows to enjoy
of fantastic sceneries’). At first glance the translation might seem innocuous enough, but in
reality it contains at least three potential flashpoints for classroom discussion:
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firstly, scenery has traditionally been regarded as an uncountable noun, whatever
the meaning. It is still listed as uncountable in Britishbased learner’s dictionaries,
and there is only one occurrence of the plural in the British National Corpus, whe
reas there are 755 occurrences of the singular, almost all uncountable (see section
3.1.3 for further details)
secondly, panoramic road is an unusual combination, barely attested in the British
National Corpus and in dictionaries
thirdly, ‘ALLOW to enjoy’ does not respect the local grammar associated with the
active use of allow as outlined in teaching materials, which advocate ‘ALLOW
NOUN/PRONOUN to VERB’ when the verb is active, e.g., which allows you to
enjoy, which allows visitors to enjoy.
One wonders, however, how fruitful such classroom discussions really are. The text in
question was intended for an international readership, and consequently for both native and
nonnative speakers of English. The great majority of international readers of texts for tourism
are nonnative speakers of English, and one imagines that a very modest percentage of them
would notice anything unidiomatic about the above sentence. Further, the translation has the
virtue of being accurate and unequivocal, i.e., it captures the message of the Italian source text
and the meaning is clear. In addition, the tone and register of the fragment are unobjectionable.
In short, the translated fragment is serviceable and presumably useful to the reader, whether a
native or nonnative speaker of English. So why address these ‘flashpoints’ in the classroom
at all? The translated text would appear to carry out its purpose, therefore why not just accept
it and carry on? In any case, the large ukdomain corpus British Web 2007 contains over 60
relevant occurrences of sceneries, 6 relevant occurrences of panoramic road, and both the
British National Corpus and British Web 2007 contain an abundance of examples of active
‘ALLOW to VERB’, though the majority of them are imperative uses in recipes or instruction
manuals, e.g., bring to the boil and allow to simmer until cooked.

2. English as a Lingua Franca
The questions raised here relate to issues concerning English as a lingua franca (ELF), a
vehicular language whose main focus is the clarity and coherence of the message for people
of different languages and cultures. Ife (2005, 286) summarises ELF as “a language used as
a common language by speakers whose mother tongue it is not”, while Jenkins’ (2007, 1)
definition is: “a contact language used among people who do not share a first language, and
is commonly understood to mean a second (or subsequent) language of its speakers”. The
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description offered by Taviano (2010, ix) gives greater prominence to the involvement of both
native and nonnative speakers: “a contact language used mainly, though not exclusively, by
nonnative speakers”.
Despite a plethora of publications on ELF, whether in professional or pedagogical settings
(see for example Crystal (2007), Gagliardi and Maley (2010), Seidlhofer (2011), Bowles and
Cogo (2015), Jenkins et al. (2018), and the Journal of English as a Lingua Franca founded
in 2012), comparatively little attention has been devoted to ELF in the translation classroom,
the main contributions being Taviano (2010, 6587) and a special issue of the journal The
Interpreter and Translator Trainer in 2013 (issue 7 (2)). Problematic in this field of research
is that ELF has misty borders, with the result that it is often hard to establish which usage lies
within the purview of ELF and which usage does not, and this is perhaps why its place in trainee
translation programmes is potentially contentious. According to Taviano (2013, 162163):
students should also be trained to translate into ELF, that is to say to produce texts
tailored to an international readership, since professional translators can be and
often are commissioned to do so. The heterogeneity of international audiences,
which inevitably include both native and nonnative speakers – just as authors of
academic papers may or may not be nonnative speakers of English – makes the
role of those writing or translating for such audiences particularly challenging.
This scenario is indeed ‘particularly challenging’, in part because translating into ELF and
producing texts tailored to an international readership do not necessarily dovetail (trainees may
produce a good translation into English for an international readership without ever having
heard of ELF), but above all because even if trainees do aspire to adopt ELF as their target, is
it indicated anywhere in dictionaries, grammars, textbooks etc. that active ‘ALLOW to VERB’
is likely to be an appropriate or inappropriate sequence in ELF? As stressed by Maley (2010,
36), teachers of English as a second language tend to refer to established varieties of English
because
there are no substantive models or materials available to them, were they to wish to
change in the direction of ELF. Even were they broadly supportive of the ELF con
cept, what precisely would the practical implications be for their teaching, other
than a vaguelyformulated, more tolerant attitude towards learner ‘errors’?
For further comments see Anderman and Rogers (2005) and Buckledee (2010). It is in
disputable that however willing trainers and trainees may be to embrace the requirements of
a global readership, both trainer and trainee require reasonably wellmarked borders within
which to operate, and it might as a result seem simpler in the translation classroom to adopt as
the target language a native variety of English which is internationally recognized and, more
important, welldocumented (Stewart 2013). This position, too, however, is problematic. As a
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teacher of ItaliantoEnglish translation to Humanities students in Italy, over the years I have
broadly adopted British English in the classroom when the target is international, but within
this framework I feel more uneasy than ever about penalising usage which, though readable
and unambiguous, is unidiomatic to nativeEnglish ears. A further complication is that even
the borders of British English are misty, in part – ironically enough – because the variety in
question is so welldocumented, with a whole host of grammars, dictionaries corpora, text
books etc., which of course may furnish conflicting information. The following section will
provide examples of the scenarios considered here. The usage discussed will again consist
of renderings by translation trainees of fragments of texts in the tourism sector destined for
international readers, subdivided into issues of grammar, phraseology and colligation, with
summaries at the end of each section. Reference will be made to both the British National
Corpus and the British Web 2007 [1] .

3. Examples of trainees’ translations
3.1 Grammar
3.1.1 only if/by + no inversion of subject and verb in the following main clause
Student translations:
 only if you go on foot you will be able to appreciate the view
 only by leaving the valley floor you can reach Badia di San Bartolomeo
Grammars of English inform us that sentences introduced by Only if require subjectverb
inversion in the following main clause, some with auxiliary verbs, and this is certainly backed
up by the British National Corpus phrase query ‘Only if you’ (with initial upper case):
Only if you want to go the whole way and produce typeset quality data will you
ever need to consider anything better than VGA
Only if you do that will you be able to say with confidence that I am wrong
Only if you have done a very elaborate and expensive piece of research will you
have gone beyond this to the sort of detailed description outlined above
Only if we teach our children anxiety do they begin to move fearfully through life
The query ‘Only by’ + verb at R1 or R2, again in sentenceinitial position, retrieves 75
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occurrences in the British National Corpus, all of which are followed by SV inversion in the
following main clause, for example:

Only by improving social and economic conditions can good health be achieved
Only by steadily improving efficiency would Britain win and keep its share of the
world’s markets.
Only by so doing can their business activity generate an adequate return
The same two searches produce similar outcomes in the British Web 2007, albeit with
much greater frequencies. Naturally the above queries capture only sentenceinitial instances
(and do not include other analogous usage such as Only then and Only now), but samples in bo
th corpora suggest that SV inversion is used with barely any exceptions when these structures
are clauseinitial.

3.1.2 whole (adj) + uncountable noun
Student translation:
this attracted a lot of attention in the whole Europe
In grammars we read that whole as an adjective with the sense of entire cannot qualify
uncountable nouns (*whole traffic, *whole music, *whole Ireland), and this too is corrobora
ted by British National Corpus samples, once one has excluded irrelevant occurrences such
as the whole Scotland team, where whole qualifies the countable noun team. The British Na
tional Corpus has no relevant instances of, for example, whole Europe, whole England, whole
furniture, whole information, whole equipment, whole scenery. Although there are certainly
occurrences of whole qualifying uncountable nouns in the corpus, in these cases the adjective
usually has a different meaning (whole wheat, whole milk).
The British Web 2007, however, tells a different story: the sequence whole Europe is
attested 14 times with 12 of them relevant, whole equipment shows 8 relevant cases out of 10,
whole scenery has 4 out of 4, and whole furniture 7 out of 7. Less prolific are whole information
with 5 out of 21, while whole England has zero relevant cases out of a total of 14. This data
suggests that whole + uncountable noun is more widespread in the British Web 2007 than in the
British National Corpus, from which we can perhaps conclude that this grammatical feature
is more tolerated in modern web and/or nonnative English.
Worth noting is that the noun attention, despite being listed as uncountable in dictionaries
and grammars, is qualified by whole 16 times in the British National Corpus and 60 times in
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the British Web 2007, almost always preceded by a possessive. It would therefore appear to be
an exceptional case. Here are some random occurrences in the British National Corpus:
For the first time she sat down and gave him her whole attention.
You dealt with one thing at a time, gave it your whole attention, decided it, then
put it aside.
Harriet Tremayne became more and more of a recluse, her whole attention con
centrated on her granddaughter.

3.1.3 Traditionally uncountable nouns used as countable nouns
Student translations:
 in 2005, however, a lightning destroyed the bell tower
 evidences suggest that the cave was used by humans
 the church’s strategic position on a rocky slope offers a stunning scenery of the
surrounding mountains
Once again, the question regards the countable / uncountable usage of nouns: lightning,
evidence and again scenery in the examples above. These are listed as uncountable by diction
aries, some of which include assistance on how to indicate countability when adopting nouns
such as these, for example a lightning bolt, flashes of lightning; pieces of evidence, a shred of
evidence.
 lightning
The British National Corpus contains very few examples of countable lightning in the
meteorological sense, though we find a handful of plural occurrences with figurative meanings
in literary texts:
no matter how, no matter what the lightnings that assailed him
lightnings of pain sheathed every nerve in her body
an invisible lightning leaped between them
A similar scenario is identifiable in the British Web 2007: countable occurrences of light
ning refer either – with initial upper case – to a type of aeroplane or have a metaphorical,
rhetorical quality:
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there is an excellent chapter on his time trials flying Lightnings with the Air Fight
ing Development Squadron and as a Flight Commander on 111 Squadron
the jungle was a vivid green blanket in which rivers made silvery forked lightnings
yea he sent out his arrows & scattered them, & he shot out lightnings and discom
fitted them
and there sprang in the gloom of his soul a sudden lightning of joy
There are, however, exceptional cases where the countable use does refer literally to a
flash of lightning:
whilst highpower surges such as a lightning can cause immediate damage by
‘frying’ circuits and melting plastic and metal…).
 evidence
The case of evidence is rather different. Despite being classified as uncountable in the
major dictionaries of English (though the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary concedes that
“in academic English the plural evidences is sometimes used”), it is attested fairly frequently
as a countable noun in both the corpora adopted here, above all in the plural: evidences has 29
relevant occurrences in the British National Corpus, and well over 1,000 in the British Web
2007. The sequence an evidence of is also recurrent: 5 in the British National Corpus and 114
in the British Web 2007.
 scenery
The British National Corpus contains no instances of the exact sequence a scenery, but
countable uses do turn up:
First, spilitic lavas were extruded, layer upon layer, and weathered to produce a
staircaselike scenery (or “trap topography”)
The Sierra mountain range which runs the length of the north west coast of Ma
jorca, gives the island a dramatic scenery in contrast to the soft beaches below
As mentioned in section 1, over 60 instances of sceneries are retrieved in the British Web
2007, while scenery occurs as a singular countable noun between 70 and 80 times, for example:
this is the most wonderful course with a scenery you only can expect in heaven
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the first series of the heartwarming Monarch of the Glen, set amongst a glorious
Highland scenery and an allstar cast
the name of Gstaad has become synonymous with the idea of sophisticated holi
days in an unspoiled scenery, spectacular in winter and summer.
over a high route that offers an everchanging fantastic scenery and which spares
the finale – the sight of the Matterhorn towering above Zermatt – right to the last
day
The countable/uncountable issue is a stumbling block for both translation trainers and
trainees. Perhaps owing to the influence and pressure of other languages, English now appears
to show greater flexibility with regard to countability, the most obvious example perhaps being
the noun research, traditionally uncountable but now tolerated in certain contexts by diction
aries such as the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and the Longman Dictionary of Con
temporary English. While corpus data suggests that nouns such as traffic (with reference to
transport), fun and furniture cling on to their uncountable status, there are currently a number
of borderline cases during what appears to be a period of transition. This situation clearly en
genders uncertainty, and one imagines varying degrees of tolerance on the part of translation
trainers during the evaluation process.

3.1.4 Summing up
Grammatical features such as those examined above can be problematic for trainers and
trainees alike, in part because conflicting information is present in language resources. In the
British National Corpus, the adjective whole almost always qualifies countable nouns – not
withstanding exceptions such as attention – and this ties in with indications supplied in dic
tionaries, but in the British Web 2007 there is a significant number of instances where whole
qualifies uncountable nouns. The situation is even more nebulous regarding the host of nouns
considered uncountable in dictionaries being used countably: there is significant evidence of
this phenomenon in both corpora, but of course there are hugely different scenarios from one
noun to the next. However, even dictionaries supply contrasting indications: as mentioned
above, evidences is sanctioned by the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary in academic
contexts, but in the Macmillan Dictionary and the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary Eng
lish the user is explicitly instructed never to use evidence countably. The situation regarding
clauseinitial only if/by is considerably clearer in language resources, which show barely any
exceptions to the SV inversion rule. Having said that, the normal SV word order does not
sound particularly bad and its meaning remains perfectly comprehensible. Indeed by an irony,
the avoidance of the inversion in the main clause may well make the text more intelligible to
the nonnative English reader, who might otherwise construe the inversion as an interrogative.
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See Mossop (2006, 792) and Stewart (2013, 229232) for discussion of scenarios such as this.
Let us now move on to phraseology.

3.2 Phraseology
3.2.1 at the feet of
Student translation:
at the feet of the mountain lies the town of Rivoli
In the British National Corpus and British Web 2007 the sequence at the feet of is ge
nerally followed by people in power and/or religious figures (at the feet of many masters, at
the feet of Jesus), but not by mountains, hills, stairs, page etc., which lie within the compass
of at the foot of rather than at the feet of. Sequences of the type at the feet of the mountain
are common in student translations from Italian to English because the Italian equivalent has a
plural noun (ai piedi della montagna), but the information present in English dictionaries and
the two corpora does not suggest any exceptions to the rule.

3.2.2 Sequences of the type 20 kilometres far, 10 miles far
Student translations:
 the island is five kilometres far from Grado
 six km far from Portoferraio, the villa lies at the foot of Mount San Martino
Englishlanguage teaching materials inform us that whereas it is normal to state that a road
is 10 yards wide, that a swimmingpool is 50 metres long, and that a river is 5 metres deep, it
sounds unidiomatic to state that a town is x km far, or x km far from somewhere. Data from the
British National Corpus and British Web 2007 appear to consolidate this recommendation: the
British National Corpus has no trace of the combinations metres far, meters far, kilometres far,
kilometers far, km far, miles far etc. except within a name (Miles Far East Company), while
the British Web 2007 shows 3 occurrences of miles far (though two of these are part of far
away and far and wide respectively), 9 occurrences of kilometres far / kilometers far, and 19
of km far / kms far. Therefore, once again the British National Corpus occurrences are in line
with indications offered in teaching materials, whereas the British Web 2007 contains some
exceptions.

3.2.3 in the last years
Student translation:
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in the last years there have been many local initiatives
The phrase in the last years occurs 73 times in the British National Corpus: 61 of these are
followed by of, indicating the closing years of a specific period (in the last years of Victoria’s
reign, in the last years of his life), while 4 are followed by before (all 4 describe the period
preceding a war, e.g., in the last years before the war). Of the remaining 8 occurrences, only
two appear to mean in recent years, which is the sense required in the example above:
They’re ringing in the changes at British Telecom’s new residential training centre
in Milton Keynes. Wimpey Construction UK, Eastern has just completed the £25
million centre, the largest building project to be completed in Milton Keynes in
the last years.
This is a truth that Dick Lucas and the Proclamation Trust in London have effec
tively and consistently brought to the church in the last years.
On the other hand, the longer sequence in the last few years occurs 199 times in the British
National Corpus, and of these 194 seemingly correspond to in recent years, while only 5 cor
respond to in the final years (e.g., but neither programme was redirected successfully towards
the cities in the last few years of the 19749 Labour administration). Therefore, in the British
National Corpus there is evidence of a reasonably neat distinction: in the last years almost
always has the meaning in the final/closing years, while in the last few years almost always
means in recent years. The figures in the British Web 2007, however, are very different. Of the
399 hits of in the last years in this corpus, as many as a third of these can be construed with the
meaning of in recent years. This striking discrepancy between the two corpora would suggest
either a diachronic development (the British Web 2007 is more recent) or a more widespread
use of the in recent years interpretation in web contexts and/or among nonnative speakers.
Interestingly, the avoidance of in the last years in the sense of in recent years suggested by data
in the British National Corpus is not generally reported or even hinted at in most grammars
and dictionaries. Once again, trainers and trainees need to act as information managers in order
to make sense of the diverging data available to them.

3.2.4 the world war I
Student translations:
during the World War I; at the end of the world war II
First of all, let us consider the frequencies of the following clusters in the British National
Corpus, with no distinction of upper/lower case. By way of example I focus on sequences
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denoting the first of the two world wars:
the first world war

975

world war I (Roman numeral)

255

world war one

79

the 1st world war

15

world war 1 (Arabic numeral)

11

the world war I (Roman numeral)

5 (1 relevant)

the world war one

4 (0 relevant)

the world war 1 (Arabic numeral)

0

It is noticeable that in the British National Corpus, out of the total number of 345 occur
rences of the sequences world war I / world war one / world war 1 (255+79+11) only one of
these features a relevant colligation with the definite article:
But the greatest blow to the dictates of fashion on women’s dress came with the
World War I. Although Laura Ashley had
In the remaining cases the article colligates with a following noun, for instance:
The traditional British verve for raiding had been restored after too many years
under the shadow of the World War I failures at Gallipoli.
We started at the World War I Memorial, clearly the object of great respect and
attention.
This is a play for two characters, Siegfried Sassoon and Wilfred Owen, the World
War One poets, and it would obviously be a good thing to read some of their poetry
provides a ’period’ look at early fighting aircraft which will be useful for the World
War One aircraft buff.
In short, and simplifying somewhat, information from the British National Corpus points
to the fact that first/1st world war requires a preceding definite article, whereas world war
one/I/1 does not. British Web 2007 searches, on the other hand, generate the following outco
mes:
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the first world war

10,332

world war I (Roman numeral)

3,019

world war one

1,696

the 1st world war

151

world war 1 (Arabic numeral)

775

the world war I (Roman numeral)

106 (35 relevant)

the world war one

63 (10 relevant)

the world war 1 (Arabic numeral)

29 (7 relevant)

In the top group, the main divergence from the British National Corpus data is that world
war 1 (775) is a lot more frequent than the 1st world war (151), but my interest again focuses
on the bottom group. Here we discover that out of the total number of 5490 occurrences of the
sequences world war I / world war one / world war 1 (3019+1696+775), 52 of these feature a
relevant colligation with the definite article, for example:
This story, set in the World War I, captures the memories of a young soldier as he
looks back over his life whilst at the front
from suicide and homosexuality to Miss Lizzy’s flirtation with the suffragette mo
vement and the horrors of the World War I.
Considered by many to be not only the best combatant story of the World War I
but the best American war book since The Red Badge of Courage.
Dick won the Military Medal in France as a stretcher bearer in the World War
One.
the HeadlamMorley library of books, pamphlets and manuscripts relating to the
World War 1 and the Peace Treaty, the Henry Morris collection of Irish material
Therefore, whereas in the British National Corpus relevant occurrences of the definite
article with world war I / world war one / world war 1 are very close to zero, in the British
Web 2007 they amount to almost 10%.

3.2.5 Summing up
Like only if/by in section 3.1.1, at the feet of is relatively unproblematic in that the infor
mation provided in dictionaries and the two corpora is consistent: for this reason, a sequence
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of the type at the feet of the hill – which does not sound right at all despite its semantic trans
parency – is presumably to be considered inappropriate. However, as in section 3.1, if we cast
our net around we discover that other usage is not quite so straightforward along the axis of
acceptability / nonacceptability. Combinations of the type x kilometres far are absent in the
British National Corpus but do turn up in the British Web 2007, albeit infrequently. The phra
se in the last years with the meaning in recent years is barely present in the British National
Corpus but is recurrent in the British Web 2007, and relevant use of the definite article with
world war I / world war one / world war 1 is practically nonexistent in the British National
Corpus but again fairly recurrent in the British Web 2007. Once again, the conundrum is how
trainers and trainees should react to this type of conflicting information.

3.3 Colligation
3.3.1 view on the sea/mountains/bay
Student translation:
there is a spectacular view on the stunning mountains
Dictionaries furnish examples of the combination view/s on followed by topics and the
mes (issues, marriage, education), but not by mountains, sea etc. From this the user can con
clude that when view colligates with the preposition on it cannot have the meaning panorama
– in this latter sense view of or view over are required[2] . This position is backed up by British
National Corpus data: in this corpus there are, for instance, no occurrences corresponding to
the simple (lemmatized) queries ‘view on the mountain’, ‘view on the bay’, ‘view on the city’
and just one corresponding to ‘view on the sea’. The British Web 2007 produces fairly similar
outcomes, though there is a small number of relevant instances retrieved by the simple queries
‘view on the mountain’ (1), ‘view on the bay’ (2), ‘view on the city’ (4) and above all ‘view
on the sea’ (9).

3.3.2 (the) Nature, (the) mountains
Student translations:
the wonders of the Nature; those of you who enjoy walking in mountains
English dictionaries and grammars include sequences such as the wonders of Nature –
without the definite article – and those of you who enjoy walking in the mountains – with the
definite article – yet both of these represent usage which appears to fall outside the general
rules of English grammar. In the sense of ‘natural world’, logic and consistency suggest that
the Nature would be better, along the lines of other instances of huge natural phenomena such
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as the environment, the countryside, the sea, the world, the universe, and even the great out
doors, where the definite article is used both when the reference is general (please respect
the environment) and when it is more specific (the environment of the eastern Baltic sea). For
this reason, it is perhaps not surprising that trainee translators recurrently adopt the article in
sequences such as the wonders of the Nature, though corpus searches in the British National
Corpus and British Web 2007 establish that this type of sequence is barely attested.
The case of those of you who enjoy walking in the mountains also entails what is ap
parently anomalous usage relating to the definite article. The plural use of a countable noun
with preceding the usually denotes a specific reference (the kids in my class are boisterous,
the computers we bought are defective), but in fact the mountains is used both specifically (we
were hiking in the mountains to the north of Lake Maggiore) and generally (since she was a
girl she’s always loved walking in the mountains), a state of affairs similar to the hills and the
woods, which also tend to be accompanied by the definite article even when the sense is more
general.
Indeed, in the British National Corpus there is only a handful of occurrences of in moun
tains (9), into mountains (4) and to mountains (11, though 3 are used in the sense of a large
pile of ) while there are 245 occurrences of in the mountains, 75 of into the mountains and
52 of to the mountains, a substantial percentage of which seem to be references of a general
nature. In the British Web 2007 the proportional frequencies of these sequences are in line with
those of the British National Corpus, but trainees may be influenced by the raw numbers of
examples without the article in the larger British Web 2007: 181 cases of in mountains, 36 of
into mountains and 138 of to mountains.
It can certainly be hypothesised that the perennial difficulty Italian students experience
with these phrases links with the fact that in Italian natura is preceded by the definite article (la
natura) when the meaning corresponds to the natural world, and that in/into/to the mountains
as a rule corresponds to in montagna in Italian, which has no article. At the same time, it seems
just as legitimate to hypothesise that they are led astray by the anomalous local grammar of
both nature and mountains.

3.3.3 Summing up
The situation regarding view on the sea etc. seems uncontroversial, but the presence /
absence of the definite article in the wonders of the Nature and those of you who enjoy walking
in mountains is less straightforward. Some evaluators will simply mark these as wrong, first
ly because the sequences seem unidiomatic, but secondly because they appear to stem from
ignorance, i.e., the student in question may have simply produced a clumsy and fairly literal
rendering of la natura and in montagna. Yet this may not be the case at all: in the first instance
the student may have made an intelligent analogy with the countryside, the world, etc., while
in the second instance the student may have made the coherent assumption that in mountains
should not include the definite article because the reference in question is general, i.e., there
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is no reference to specific mountains. In a pedagogical situation, this might constitute grounds
for showing a degree of leniency towards the wonders of the Nature, and perhaps even greater
leniency – once the trainer ascertains that in mountains turns up 181 times in the British Web
2007 – towards those of you who enjoy walking in mountains. It goes without saying that vastly
different opinions will be held from one trainer to the next.

4. Other language features
Clearly the features put under the microscope above are merely a selection of those pro
duced by Italian trainee translators in tourist texts, since many others could be discussed. On
a lexical level, it is worth noting the persistent use of the verb valorise in the sense of give
or ascribe value or validity to (this is the Macmillan Dictionary definition but interestingly
this verb is not listed in the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English or the Oxford Ad
vanced Learner’s Dictionary), and on a collocational level the overuse of combinations such
as valorise the area / territory / zone – according to the British National Corpus and British
Web 2007 this verb normally combines with abstract nouns such as notion, individuality and
autonomy.
Also recurrent in trainee translations is the use of Roman numerals with reference to
centuries (the XIV century, the XVIII century), unusual in nativespeaker English. Consider
the following outcomes in the British National Corpus and British Web 2007:
British National Corpus
fourteenth century

345

fourteenthcentury

95

14th century

102

14thcentury

28

XIV century

0

XIVcentury

0

British Web 2007
fourteenth century

1,819

fourteenthcentury

334

14th century

4,472

14thcentury

348

XIV century

18

XIVcentury

0
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Note that in the exclusively nativespeaker corpus fourteenth century is much more com
mon than 14th century, whereas the reverse is true in the British Web 2007. As regards the
formula XIV century / XIVcentury with Roman numerals, there are a few attestations in the
British Web 2007 but none at all in the British National Corpus. This should probably be con
sidered a mistake, especially since much of the intended international readership will struggle
with Roman numerals. At the same time, regardless of possible incomprehension, Roman nu
merals tend to be adopted in English for popes (Pope Pius XI, Pope John XXII) and royalty
(Elizabeth II, Louis IV ), so it might seem churlish to judge XIV century, XV century etc. as
being completely wrong.

5. Discussion
It emerges from the analysis so far that within the type of translation classroom scena
rio envisaged above, some solutions can be dealt with in fairly straightforward fashion while
others are rather more contentious. The straightforward ones are those for which searches in
dictionaries, grammars and corpora produce similar findings, for instance only if, km far, at
the feet of, view on the sea, nature. It seems hardly worth stressing that the apparently more
appropriate solutions are not necessarily the fruit of sounder logic. Nobody would argue, one
imagines, that the river is 50 metres wide is somehow more logical than the next town is 20 km
far, that at the foot of the mountain makes inherently more sense than at the feet of the moun
tain, that the 20th century is more logical than the XX century, or that the inversion of subject
and verb after only if can be successfully rationalized. Frustrating, perhaps, but students can
at least draw consolation from the fact that in these cases consistent answers are to be found
if good searches are conducted in language resources.
The more contentious solutions are those for which language resources provide contra
sting information. This may be from one dictionary to the next, for instance the plural eviden
ces is included the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, whereas the Macmillan Dictionary
and the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English discountenance the plural use of evi
dence; similarly, the verb valorise (in reality valorize) is present in the Macmillan but not in
the Oxford and the Longman. Information may also be in conflict (i) between dictionaries and
corpora, for example the countable use of scenery is absent from dictionaries but moderately
recurrent in the British Web 2007, and (ii) from corpus to corpus, as described above for the
adjective whole + uncountable noun, in the last years, the world war I, in mountains, and for
the countable usage of traditionally uncountable nouns.
It was also pointed out that, by an irony, some examples of questionable usage (for in
stance only if + SV in the main clause, in mountains, the wonders of the nature) are probably
clearer for most of the intended readers than the ‘correct’ versions (only if + VS in the main
clause, in the mountains, the wonders of nature). Where does this leave the translator trainer
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within the framework outlined at the beginning of this paper (tourist texts from Italian to Eng
lish where English is the students’ L2; international readership mostly comprised of nonnative
speakers of English)?
As regards the cases I have described as ‘straightforward’ above, it seems to me that the
trainer has little choice but to deem them inappropriate. I write this with some reluctance, as I
am heartily sick of correcting only if + SV, 20 km far, view on the sea etc., firstly because over
the years I have done it so often, secondly because they are semantically transparent, thirdly
because in some of these cases most of the target readers would understand the ‘inappropriate’
option better, and fourthly because such usage now appears to be part of global English – for
instance in the gigantic English Web 2020 corpus (enTenTen20), km/s far occurs 2,645 times,
the sequence view on the sea occurs 333 times, and even at the feet of the mountain/s has
66 occurrences. Not to mention the results retrieved by Google – suffice it to say that the
combinations km / kms / kilometres / kilometers far generate around two and a half million
hits. The crucial point here is that if a trainer decides to accept sequences because they turn
up very frequently in enormous web corpora or on Google, then s/he will be in the ludicrous
situation of having to accept virtually everything (see Stewart 2013, 228229). Consequently,
this cannot be a viable methodology.
With regard to the cases I have described above as ‘contentious’ (adjective whole + un
countable noun, in the last years, the world war I, in mountains, valorise, the countable usage
of traditionally uncountable nouns), in my view the situation is more complex. They lie for
the most part outside resources based on nativespeaker input (Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary, British National Corpus etc.), but once we begin to move beyond those exclusi
vely nativespeaker confines, for example into the ukdomain British Web 2007, the situation
changes significantly. It is at this point, sadly, that evaluation risks turning into a lottery.
Some trainers will reject these contentious cases outright because they are not suffici
ently backed up by nativespeaker usage. Other trainers will halfaccept them – treating them
as minor errors – because though mostly absent from exclusively native sources they do turn
up in ukdomain sources. And other trainers will accept them totally for an amalgamation of
different reasons: they don’t sound too bad, they are perfectly comprehensible (the whole Eu
rope), they are very close to native usage (the structure of the world war I is analogous to the
unobjectionable the first world war, and in mountains respects nativeEnglish norms), they fill
a gap in native English (there appears to be no exact synonym of valorise in English), they
can be more flexible than some 100% native counterparts (in the last years is temporally more
flexible than the uncontroversially native in the last few years, which appears to restrict the
temporal reference to the last 34 years), while the countable usage of traditionally uncounta
ble nouns is part of a massive ongoing process in English and therefore a tolerant attitude is
defensible. For this reason, it is advisable for trainers to clarify which parameters they priori
tise right from the outset, though of course the choice of parameters will be highly subjective
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and will thus differ markedly from one translation teacher to another.

6. Conclusions
This article is concerned with the enormous repercussions that the constantly evolving
status of the English language can have upon the way trainers evaluate student translations. In
the past I have advocated – in a European context – the use of British English for the translation
scenario described in this paper, mostly because it offers a welldocumented framework within
which to operate, notwithstanding two main reservations: firstly, the patent incongruity of
adopting a single variety of English for a global readership, and secondly, the perhaps not
so patent incongruity of adopting a native variety of English for a predominantly nonnative
English readership.
The first of these reservations can be overcome – in Europe but also in many other parts
of the world British English is a variety which nonnative English speakers have studied from
a young age. This, combined with the fact that it is flanked by a wealth of didactic materials,
make it a good candidate for the translation classroom. In these respects it has a major advan
tage over ELF, which has not been taught in European schools and which at the present time
still has very limited language resources to support it. The second of the reservations above is,
in my view, a far greater obstacle. Why insist on native parameters when both translators and
target are prevalently nonnative? Why insist on native fluency when so many people around
the world communicate successfully with nonnative fluency? Why exclude the transparent
and inoffensive the whole Europe, the world war I, in the last years in the sense of in recent
years etc. simply because native speakers of English are not likely to produce them?
A cogent modus operandi could be that of allowing nonnative sounding usage found
with at least moderate frequency (though this too is subjective) in a ukdomain corpus such
as the British Web 2007. This would at least represent a compromise between an exclusively
nativespeaker corpus such as the British National Corpus and a massive webbased corpus
such as the English Web 2020. Of course, one could take the view that, within reason, it does
not matter which variety of English or which language resources are prioritised, the crucial
criterion is that trainer and trainee are clear about which have been chosen. I have subscribed to
this position in the past, but the danger is that of requiring trainees to become mere information
managers without any real connection to the current world of vocational translation. Truth be
told, the situation is something of a muddle, with very different criteria being adopted from
one translation classroom to the next. The muddle will presumably persist until such time as
the transition towards a truly global language is more or less complete, with most of the world
having expertise in a common language. If that common language is English, then this paper
will – fortunately – be little more than a quaint historical relic.
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Notes
[1]

[2]

The British Web 2007, also known as ukWac, is a webderived corpus assembled in 2007
containing over 1 billion 300 million words from websites in the uk Internet domain. It is a
generalpurpose corpus with a broad range of text types. The British National Corpus con
tains approximately 100 million words of British English from the late twentieth century.
It too is a generalpurpose corpus offering a broad range of text types. It contains 90%
written texts and 10% spoken. The two corpora have been consulted via The Sketch En
gine, a corpus manager and analysis software created by Lexical Computing Ltd in 2003,
now with over 500 corpora in more than 90 languages. See https://www.sketchengine.eu
(Last visited July 15 2021) for further details.
One cannot exclude exceptional cases, for example there is a wonderful view on the moun
tain could in theory imply that the viewer is or was standing on the mountain (i.e., the
view is wonderful when you’re actually on the mountain), but I have not found any oc
currences with this meaning in the two corpora, perhaps because in this type of sequence
from the (top of the) mountain sounds more natural.
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1. Background
Since the introduction of corpus linguistics to translation and interpreting studies (TIS)
in the 1990s (Baker 1993; Shlesinger 1998), great advances have been made in corpusbased
translation and interpreting studies (CTIS), as evidenced by an overwhelming amount of jour
nal articles and book publications in the field, notably De Sutter, Lefer and Delaere (2017),
Fantinuoli and Zanettin (2015), Ji, Oakes, Li and Hareide (2017), Russo, Bendazzoli and De
francq (2018), as well as Vandevoorde, Daems and Defrancq (2020), addressing various to
pics of corpus construction, recurrent features of translational (including interpreted) language,
contrastive analysis, translator’s style, and register variation. These vigorous efforts help ac
celerate the maturity of CTIS as a “theoretically robust and methodologically sound” (69)
subdiscipline of TIS. However, at the turn of a new decade, during which time more sophisti
cated corpus tools are coming into existence and new perspectives are being adopted in CTIS,
it seems to be the right time to pause a while and reflect upon the gains and losses over the
past few decades in CTIS, which is exactly the purpose of the book under review.
CTS Springcleaning: A Critical Reflection, coedited by María Calzada Pérez and Sara
Laviosa and published by Publicacions de la Universitat d’Alacant in 2021, as a Special Issue
of MonTI, is the first of its kind to practice selfreflection in the field of CTIS. As stated by
the authors, the book aims “to encourage CTIS practitioners to pause and look around; to ex
plore dusty corners and blind spots; to fight partiality, while injecting doses of innovation into
our work”. All in all, it aims “to boost critical thinking, (self)awareness and (self)reflexivity,
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without renouncing to our past” (23).
Overall, this edited volume is composed of 11 articles organized into four parts. The first
two articles are the same introductory article written in English and Spanish, respectively. It
first gives theoretical reflections on previous studies in CTIS, before moving on to review the
empirical findings of relevant studies. Afterwards, the editors, i.e. María Calzada Pérez and
Sara Laviosa, highlight the need to pause and look around the overlooked landscape of CTIS.
After the introduction, the topics in this volume focus on four key themes: “Translation
Features as a Starting Point”, “Neglected and Overlooked Areas of Study”, “Researching Ori
ginal and Translated Communication Under New Conditions”, and “Selfreflexivity”. Most
of the contributions are dedicated to written and audiovisual modes of translation, except for
the one by Marta KajzerWietrzny and Łukasz Grabowski, which focuses on simultaneous
interpreting based on an intermodal corpus, i.e., European Parliament Translation and Inter
preting Corpus or EPTIC. Besides, the lion’s share of this book is devoted to translations in
the Spanish context.

2. The overlooked landscape of CTIS
Corpusbased translation and interpreting studies, as reviewed by María Calzada Pérez
and Sara Laviosa in their introductory article, has paid excessive attention to the recurrent
features of translation, or the quest for “translation universals” (Baker 1993). This is not sur
prising, as “the fundamental goal of any science” is to “look for regularities, generalities, [and]
patterns” (Chesterman 2017, 139). To tighten its unbreakable bondage with this area of rese
arch, the current volume starts with the topic of translation features, before setting foot in the
overlooked landscape of CTIS.

2.1 Translation features as a starting point
The selected paper in this part revisits one of the most widely discussed translation uni
versals, namely, explicitation, and its underresearched opposite tendency, implicitation, in
translated medical texts. Motivated by their previous comparable corpus study on explicitation
(JiménezCrespo and Tercedor 2017), JiménezCrespo and Maribel Tercedor Sánchez carried
out a followup study to test whether the higher explicitation ratios reported in their previous
study are due to 1) crosslinguistic interference or 2) the translational tendency to explicita
te. To that end, they utilized a parallel corpus of English to Spanish translations with a focus
on LatinGreek (LG) terms, which allowed them to compare directly source texts with tar
get/translated texts. Overall, they found sufficient support for the crosslinguistic interference
(CLI) hypothesis (Kruger 2019), meaning that explicitation of translated LG terms (compared
to nontranslated LG terms) are due to the replication of source language structures, regardless
of linguistic differences between English and Spanish in LG term usage. Moreover, implici
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tation was found “even when it could be possible” (84), which may suggest a translational
tendency to explicitate, lending “a more lukewarm support for the risk aversion hypothesis”
(85). The authors concluded by emphasizing the suitability and necessity of a combination of
comparable and parallel corpus methodologies in future studies.

2.2 Neglected and overlooked areas of study
This section of the volume aims “to explore dusty corners and blind spots” (12) in CTIS.
It includes four articles, dealing with such topics as subtitling (Blanca AriasBadia), transla
tion of travel journalism (David Finbar Brett, Barbara LorancPaszylk and Antonio Pinna),
constrained communication (KajzerWietrzny and Łukasz Grabowski), and operatic audio de
scription (Irene HermosaRamírez), topics that have received far less attention from CTIS
scholars.
The article by Blanca AriasBadia provides a methodological reflection upon Corpus
Pattern Analysis (CPA), a methodological framework adapted from the field of lexical analysis
to determine patterns (normal or creative) of word usage in audiovisual translations. Based on
a parallel (EnglishSpanish) corpus composed of three TV series, i.e. Castle (2009), Dexter
(2006), and The Mentalist (2008), with a focus on anomalous collocates and lexical creativity
(or lexical exploitation) in their subtitles, the author summarized both merits and demerits of
the adapted CPA framework, offering its readers much food for thought in future studies.
The next article, coauthored by David Finbar Brett, Barbara LorancPaszylk and Anto
nio Pinna, looks into adjective/noun collocations in travel journalism (a muchoverlooked area
of research) through the lens of corpus linguistics. Taking advantage of a multilingual corpus
comprising three comparable subcorpora of travel reportage in English (from The Guardian),
Italian (from La Repubblica) and Polish (from Gazeta), they attempted to address several issu
es concerning adjective/noun collocations in the three languages, such as the differences and
similarities in the frequencies of adjective/noun collocations, connectivity, syntactic variabili
ty and collocations in selected themes (116). Their ultimate aim, as stated by the authors, was
to “[garner] information useful to translators [and practitioners]” (140). This research gives
full play to the role of corpus linguistics techniques. It demonstrates the power of statistical
sophistication (such as programming in Perl) as well as other tools outside corpus linguistics
(such as Gephi from Social Networks Analysis) in facilitating corpus analysis. Besides, this
study also shows how research findings can be fed into translator training and teaching in the
future.
Exploring another form of collocations (i.e. bigrams) from the perspective of constrained
communication (focusing on translation, interpreting and L2), KajzerWietrzny and Łukasz
Grabowski set out to explore the factors/predictors (i.e. language variety, mode of delivery,
delivery rate and text ID) for the degree of formulaicity in constrained communication based
on the PolishEnglish subcorpora of the EPTIC intermodal corpus. Backed by robust statisti
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cal modelling, namely, a mixedeffects model using Poisson regression, their study revealed
several enlightening patterns. To begin with, be they written or spoken, constrained varie
ties use more frequent bigram types than nonconstrained (i.e. native) varieties, demonstrating
similarities shared among constrained languages. Nonetheless, translated variety (including
translation and interpreting) exerts a greater effect than nontranslated constrained commu
nication (i.e. L2 spoken and written language). Secondly, be it written or spoken, mode of
delivery (i.e. whether the source text is readout or delivered impromptu) is closely associa
ted with the frequency of bigrams. Specifically, more frequent bigram types are observed in
translated variety when the source text is delivered impromptu than readout, and the trend
is more significant in the written register, which points to an equalizing effect in interpreting
(see also Shlesinger and Ordan 2012). Moreover, delivery rate also has an influence over the
use of bigram types, but the effect is not statistically significant. Overall, these variations can
be accounted for by random variables rather than fixed variables.
The last article by Irene HermosaRamírez in this part addresses a niche topic that has
rarely been investigated in CTS, namely, operatic audio description (AD), which falls into the
category of intersemiotic translation according to Jakobson (1959). Based on a multimodal
corpus consisting of opera AD scripts from two famous opera houses, i.e. the Teatro Real
in Madrid (the Spanish corpus) and the Liceu in Barcelona (the Catalan corpus), and with
the aid of Sketch Engine, the author investigated the lexicogrammatical features of the two
scripts, and analyzed their operatic semantic meanings drawing from RędziochKorkuz’s pro
posed framework (2016) and the TRACCE narratology tagset (187, 205). Her study revealed
that the two AD scripts resemble each other in a number of lexicogrammatical features, such
as nouns, verbs, PoS distribution, typetoken ratio (TTR) and standardized typetoken ratio
(STTR). However, discrepancies also exist in terms of mean sentence length, which can be at
tributed to the different strategies adopted in the two opera houses. With respect to the semiotic
dimension, similarities have been identified in sign saliency in the two AD scripts, in which
character identification with proper and common nouns are particularly salient. However, the
two diverge in scenography and surtitles. The author concluded by highlighting the challenges
of using annotated multimodal corpora in this study.

2.3 Researching original and translated communication produced under new
conditions
This part includes two articles reporting corpus findings against the background of lo
calization (Laura MejíasCliment) and an increasingly demanding whilst decreasingly cost
effective translation market (Leticia MorenoPérez and Belén LópezArroyo).
The first article by Laura MejíasCliment, written in Spanish, ventures into the game field
with a focus on localization (specifically, dubbing synchronies) of three actionadventure vi
deo games of an interactive genre from English to Castilian Spanish based on a multimodal
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corpus (MMC). Resorting to data triangulation, which combines quantitative (types of syn
chronies/adjustment) and qualitative data (semistructured interviews), and putting the analy
sis in the AVT paradigm¸ the authors identified a relationship between certain game situations
(i.e. tasks, cinematics, game action, and dialogues) and types of synchronies/adjustment (e.g.
free, lipsync), which was further corroborated by semistructured interviews. Specifically,
they found that tasks always opt for freesync (unrestricted translation such as voiceover),
while in cinematics there seems to be a clear preference for lipsync (238239). Curiously
though, they also found that sound technicians instead of translators shouldered more respon
sibilities of dubbing audio waves to the original, which is very different from film dubbing
(241242). They concluded their article by stating some of the limitations of their study, in
cluding a potential mismatch between the original version and the translated version, and the
exclusion of other game genres. For addressing these issues, they also called for more coope
ration with the translation industry.
The second article by Leticia MorenoPérez and Belén LópezArroyo illustrates how (aty
pical) corpus tools can help translators adapt to the demands of the market. To make their points
more explicit, they first studied the reality of the translation market – increasingly demanding
whilst decreasingly costeffective – to understand the pressing needs of translators. They then
moved on to introduce some of the available corpus resources that can come to the transla
tors’ rescue, such as writing assistants, templates, and writing generators (259), as well as
some typical corpus resources such as lexicographical resources, translation memories, ma
chine translation, online corpora, and web crawlers (257258). Afterwards, they introduced
the ACTRES oenology generator, which is based on comparable corpora of wine tasting notes
in Spanish and English, respectively, to illustrate step by step how the writing generator can
help improve translators’ efficiency in terms of costs, time, and quality. Ending on a positive
note, they pointed out that given the reality of the current translation market, the use of writing
generators may actually make a difference.

2.4 Selfreflexivity
Corpusbased translation and interpreting studies is never short of empirical studies. Howe
ver, this is not the case for reflexive works, which has made the last two articles in this volume
particularly thoughtprovoking.
The article “Autocrítica de publicaciones previas basadas en corpus: Análisis DAFO”,
coauthored by Alexandra Santamaría Urbieta and Elena Alcalde Peñalver, serves as the very
example of selfreflexivity by reflecting upon four previous publications written by the aut
hors using SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis. Simply put,
they analyzed the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (obstacles to publication)
of each of the four publications so as to reflect upon the way forward in corpusbased transla
tion studies. However, the readers would get more inspirations if the authors could provide a
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more detailed SWOT analysis specifying the corpus tools used, the quantitative or qualitative
analysis carried out, as well as the main findings.
The last article coauthored by Jan Buts and Henry Jones promotes deeper reflection on
the role of mediality, a dusty corner in CTS research, with reference to the KWIC display. In
their view, a medium, which is “a channel of communication”, can shape a discipline, as is
argued to be the case with corpusbased translation studies (305). CTS is essentially a field
of study where the technological and theoretical boundaries converge, and because of that,
“what suggests itself as a theoretical discrepancy is in fact a technological one” (309). They
illustrated their points with reference to the role of the KWIC concordancer alongside two vi
sualization tools (i.e. the Metafacet tool and the Mosaic tool) based on the two English versions
(i.e. MacFarlane’s and Samuel Moore’s 1888 version) of the Communist Manifesto in the me
dial environment of the Genealogies of Knowledge (GoK) software. Their findings indicated
that the tools they use (i.e. the medium) can heavily influence their interpretation, since the
medium is “not a neutral tool of representation” (306). Given the fact that different tools may
have prioritized different theories and principles, they called for the triangulation of multiple
software tools during data interpretation.
This article is particularly thoughtprovoking in the current context, where various corpus
tools are easily available and CTIS studies are often carried out utilizing these tools which in
essence prioritize different principles. The major takeaway from this article is that, when we
make an interpretation in a customized medial environment (such as an ad hoc corpus), we
should also evaluate critically what this environment offers to us.

3. The way forward
Overall, this edited volume offers refreshing perspectives in the field of corpusbased
translation and interpreting studies. It examines closely the “dusty corners” and overlooked
areas from theoretical, empirical, and methodological perspectives, covering such topics as
subtitling, travel journalism, localization, interpreting, and operatic audio description. It al
so includes detailed references that are often neglected in CTIS, guiding readers to further
explore the underexplored fields. Particularly, its inclusion of the study on operatic audio de
scription (by Irene HermosaRamírez), a form of intersemiotic translation, as compared to the
‘takenforgranted’ intralingual translation or translation proper (Jakobson 1959), is extremely
refreshing and fascinating.
Based on this enlightening volume, I see several ways forward in corpusbased trans
lation and interpreting studies. First of all, future CTIS research needs to “walk out of their
comfort zone” (e.g. literary translation) by venturing into some lesstrodden fields, such as lo
calization of different genres of game videos, theatre translation, and voiceovers in TVs and
movies. This is actually becoming the trend, as an increasing number of studies are shifting
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their focus from the canonical literary translation to other translation modalities, such as au
diovisual translation (e.g. dubbing, subtitling). Closely related to the first point, future CTIS
studies need to continue to “look over the disciplinary fence” (De Sutter and Lefer 2020, 2) by
expanding their research topics. For example, studies on audiovisual translations will inevita
bly involve other disciplinary studies such as Television Studies, Film Studies, Opera Studies,
etc., as has been the case in the current volume. Thirdly, answering the call by De Sutter and
Lefer (2020), more sophisticated and robust statistical analyses will be a prominent trend in
future studies. This has already been the case, exemplified not only by studies included in this
volume, but also by an increasing number of recent publications (e.g. De Sutter and Vermeire
2020; KajzerWietrzny and Ivaska 2020; Kruger 2019; Kruger and De Sutter 2018), featuring
R or Python programming. More robust and detailed statistical testing can allow and encourage
more finegrained replication studies to be conducted. In addition, data triangulation seems to
be a proper choice in future studies, as “they allow not only the researcher but also the profes
sional translator to look into the data from many different windows” (257). Last but not least,
future corpusbased studies should continue to narrow the gap between research/academia and
practice by feeding research findings into translational practice, and vice versa, to address the
longheld criticism held by practitioners over the usefulness of research.
Nonetheless, several limitations should be pointed out. To begin with, while this volume
aims to pause and reflect upon both translation and interpreting studies utilizing corpus tools,
it is skewed towards the corpusbased translation studies (CTS) relatively at the expense of
corpusbased interpreting studies (CIS). Although it has been a wellknown fact that interpre
ting studies (IS) has been, in many ways, lagging behind compared to translation studies (TS),
researchers have never ceased their efforts to reunite the two “sister disciplines” (Defrancq,
Daems and Vandevoorde 2020). A coordinated progress in both lines of inquiry is, therefore,
expected. Besides, the majority of this volume is dedicated to translations carried out in the
Spanish context involving the Spanish/English language pair, albeit some focus on other Eu
ropean languages such as Italian and Polish. An inclusion of nonEuropean languages such as
Chinese, Japanese, or Afrikaans may represent better the overall landscape of CTIS.
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